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Novel Terahertz Devices Based on Intersubband
Transitions in Quantum Wells
by
Le Zhao
Abstract
Since the fist demonstration of a terahertz (THz) semiconductor quantum cascade
laser (QCL) in 2001, significant progress has been made towards development of THz
QCLs. Among all solid-state sources of radiation, THz QCLs are the only type of
coherent sources of THz radiation that can provide average optical power output of
much greater than 1 mW. THz QCLs could be designed to emit in the frequency
range of ∼ 1.2 − 5.4 THz, and continuous-wave (cw) operation has been realized
above the temperature of liquid-Nitrogen. Despite these developments, challenges
still remain towards understanding the fundamental physics of intersubband transi-
tions on which QCLs are based, and also towards further development of THz QCLs
so that they could be readily used for various applications in THz chemical sensing
and spectroscopy. This thesis describes four distinct technical contributions in the
area of THz devices based on intersubband transitions in semiconductor superlat-
tices: (a) design and experiments towards development of hole-based intersubband
lasers, (b) demonstration of first electrically tunable THz QCLs that could operate at
temperatures much greater than that of liquid-Helium, (c) theoretical work towards
development of a THz QCL based spectroscopic sensing scheme, and (d) design and
preliminary demonstration of a THz quantum-cascade intersubband photodetector
utilizing a fast resonant-phonon depopulation scheme for relaxation of photo-excited
electrons for high-temperature operation. The key aspects of each of the above con-
tributions are briefly summarized below.
THz intersubband transitions within the conduction band of semiconductor super-
lattices have been widely studied in the past decade leading to development of THz
QCLs. However, considerably few experimental studies have explored the properties
of hole-hole intersubband transitions in the valence band. By taking into account the
band mixing effect in the valence band, optical transitions between hole-subbands
can occur with either the normal-to-plane polarized light or in-plane polarized light.
This makes valence band intersubband transitions particularly interesting, because
surface-emitting QCLs and normal-incidence THz detectors could potentially be de-
veloped. This work develops a density-matrix model of hole transport in p-type
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quantum-wells that is suitable for numerical evaluation of intersubband gain or loss.
Two hole-based intersubband laser designs are proposed and experimentally inves-
tigated. Sequential resonant-tunneling transport is demonstrated, which indicates
effective quantum-transport for heavy-holes and is promising toward development of
the first hole-based intersubband laser.
Many molecules have very strong characteristic THz rotational and vibrational
transitions, and hence could be “fingerprinted” with THz spectroscopy. Such applica-
tions ideally require electrically tunable THz sources. For THz QCLs, mode pulling
due to Stark-shift of the intersubband gain transition provides electrical tuning at
low-temperatures. In this thesis, a new tuning technique based on detuned intersub-
band absorption is developed, which can efficiently modify electric-susceptibility of
the semiconductor medium and thus tune the resonant-frequency of a THz micro-
cavity. Utilizing a coupled microcavity architecture, this approach is then utilized to
electrically tune THz QCLs, with a major advantage that such a mechanism works for
QCLs operating at much higher temperatures compared to previously demonstrated
methods.
Based on theory and finite-element electromagnetic simulations, this thesis also
proposes a broadband THz spectroscopic sensing scheme that utilizes on-chip arrays of
single-mode QCLs. Such a scheme could be utilized for sensing of the THz refractive-
index of solids or liquids in a reflection geometry. No THz detectors or spectrometers
are required because the active region of the QCL acts as a non-linear detection
medium by itself. The sensing scheme is inherently immune to intensity fluctuations
of QCLs’ output or other interference effects because it relies on measurement of the
shift in the resonant-frequency of the QCLs. Better than parts per million refractive-
index-unit (RIU) sensitivities are estimated across the broad frequency range for the
proposed sensing scheme.
In addition to high-power radiation sources, compact, low-cost, and high-sensitivity
THz photodetectors are also essential components towards realization of THz sens-
ing and spectroscopy systems. This thesis also proposes a novel type of sensitive
THz photodetector, the quantum-cascade detector (QCD), which operates at non-
zero electrical bias. The design scheme primarily utilizes a superlattice structure
that utilizes ultrafast electron-phonon scattering in GaAs/AlGaAs for relaxation of
photoexcited electrons in the conduction band, much like that in resonant-phonon de-
population based THz QCLs. Qualitative analysis about the detector’s current-noise,
responsivity (R∗), and detectivity (D∗) suggest that the newly proposed intersub-
band photodetector could potentially operate at higher temperatures than existing
2
zero-bias quantum-cascade detectors, and with higher responsivities. Preliminary
experimental results are demonstrated, which show strong photo-response at a tem-
perature of 50 K that is already comparable to the maximum operating temperature
of conventional QCDs reported in literature.
Thesis supervisor: Sushil Kumar
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The term “intersubband transitions” has been used to describe unipolar quantum-
mechanical transitions between two-dimensional (2D) electronic states in semicon-
ductors that are formed by one-dimensional potential confinement of charge carriers.
Low-dimensional electronic systems have been a major topic in semiconductor physics
since the 1970s [11], which lead to the concept of “bandstructure engineering”. Epi-
taxial growth techniques allowing accuracy of grown layers at the level of atomic-layer
thicknesses in the semiconductors, such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [28], trig-
gered intensive experimental investigation into the properties of such 2D electronic
systems. Research activity in the field has resulted in development of novel devices
and functionalities that could have never been realized with bulk semiconductors.
The most widely used bandstructure engineered electronic systems are the ones
consisting of quantum-wells, which consist of thin semiconductor layers embedded
between two similar semiconductor layers but with a with larger bandgap. If the
quantum-well thickness is less than the electrons’ de Broglie wavelength, then the
electronic properties are dominated by quantum-mechanical principles. Depending on
the relative band-offset of the two materials, both electrons and holes can be confined
in one direction (semiconductor layer growth direction) within conduction-band and
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valence-band respectively. One can obtain quantized energy levels (subbands) along
the potential confinement direction, and their energy could be tuned by quantum-
well width and barrier height. Optical and electronics transitions can take place
between the conduction-band and valence-band as well as among quantized levels
solely in either the conduction-band or valence-band. The former transition is named
as ”interband” transitions, and the latter type transitions is called ”intraband” or ”in-
tersubband” transitions. In this thesis the term ”intersubband” is chosen to describe
interaction between carriers among discrete quantized energy levels in quantum-wells.
GaAs and AlAs are all Zinc Blende crystal structures and they have almost iden-
tical lattice constant (∼ 5.653 A˚) allowing one grow high quality arbitrary thick
AlxGa1−xAs with aluminum fraction from 0− 1. Compared to other III-V ternary or
quaternary compound semiconductors, GaAs is most common and cheapest. Most
importantly the epitaxy growth technique for GaAs/AlGaAs multiple quantum-wells
on GaAs substrate is very mature. All research included in this thesis are done in
GaAs/AlGaAs material system.
Some of the important pioneer works of intersubband transitions in the GaAs/Al-
GaAs material system are summarized in this paragraph. Quantized states in GaAs/Al-
GaAs heterostructure was first experimentally observed in 1974 by Dingle et al.
through optical absorption spectrum. [35]. Three years later in 1977, Esaki and
Sakaki at IBM presented the possibility to use intersubband transitions in quantum-
wells for detecting infrared photon. [38] More than 10 years after Dingle’s paper,
West and Eglash first showed intersubband absorption in GaAs/AlGaAs quantum-
wells. [131] This work was referred as the start of intersubband spectroscopy. Besides
quantum-wells, intersubband absorption in inversion layer of an GaAs/AlGaAs inter-
face was carried out by Schlesinger at 1983. [114] After middle the 1980s, the number
of papers published about intersubband transitions in quantum-wells and semicon-
ductor superlattice had grown dramatically. The research as focus on intersubband
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detectors, intersubband lasers as well as nonlinear optical elements. This research
has successfully lead to devices which are commercially available now.
1.1 Terahertz radiation and its applications
Terahertz regime of the electromagnetic spectrum lies between microwave and Far-
infrared radiation. There is a lack of a strict definition of the lower and upper bound-
ary of THz regime. Typically, it is supposed to extend from about 0.3 THz to around
10 THz (wavelengths from 1 mm to 30µm ). Radiation at 1 THz has a period of
1 ps, a wavelength of 300 µm, a wavenumber of 33 cm−1 and a photon energy of
4.1 meV. It has long been known that the THz region of the spectrum is ideal in
many ways for chemical and biological sensing, imaging, and spectroscopy. [123, 113]
Many molecular species have very strong THz rotational and vibrational transitions,
( and hence could be fingerprinted with THz spectroscopy.
Electronis Sources
charge oscillation
Photonics Sources
Electron-hole recombination1THz~4.1meV
300 μm
Figure 1.1: Electromagnetic spectrum ranging from radio waves to x-rays. In lower fre-
quency end, electromagnetic wave is generated by charged carrier oscillation
while in higher frequency end photon is generated by electron hole recombi-
nation. In between is so called ”Terahertz gap”.
There is a advantage to use Terahertz radiation because they can penetrate a
wide variety of nonconducting materials. THz wave can pass through paper, wood,
clothing, cardboard, plastic and ceramics. However, metals behave like a mirror for
terahertz waves and it is strongly attenuated in water.
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When terahertz waves propagate through a nonconducting material, they interact
with the material via a number of different mechanisms. These mechanisms involve
material bond vibrations and deformations or phonons, and thus are unique to the
exact chemical and physical composition of the material. As a consequence, any
variations in density, thickness or chemical composition in THz wave optical path
affect the THz wave itself in the form of intensity (absorption) and phase (refractive
index) variations. Absorption and refractive index information in the THz regime can
be used alone or together to reconstruct two- and three-dimensional images of objects
that are opaque to visible or infrared light. Additionally, measuring absorption as a
function of wavelength enables spectroscopic imaging to map chemical composition.
Additionally terahertz radiation is non-ionizing, due to their photon energies that
are four orders of magnitude smaller than that of x-rays. This means it is safe for
imaging human tissues in vivo.
Figure 1.2 illustrates a THz image for cancer tissue done by Nakajima and et
al. [102] The cancer tissue, identified by optical microscope, is indicated on the pho-
tographs as hatched areas. The second and the third columns show the images of the
absorbance and the refractive index at 1.7 THz, respectively, at the same scale as the
photographs.
1.2 Motivation
There are several important requirements that have to be fulfilled to develop low cost
high, sensitivity THz sensing and imaging system. Many spectroscopy or sensing
technology require radiation frequency to tune across the characteristic absorption
linewidth. This enables frequency tuning for high power THz QCLs, while simultane-
ously achieving an optimum spectral characteristics and beam profile an ideal source.
This is another primary limitation for THz applications. Among THz detectors, differ-
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Figure 1.2: Terahertz spectroscopic images of paraffin-embedded cancer tissues have been
measured by a terahertz time domain spectrometer. [102]
ent types of bolometers (all working at or below temperatures of liquid-Helium) [4, 5]
are typically utilized for sensitive detection of THz radiation. THz detectors working
at higher temperatures (such as pyroelectric detectors [1] and transistor or diode-
based detectors) are considerably less sensitive, which makes it difficult to develop
low-cost THz sensing and imaging systems, even if the THz source power is as large as
few milliwatt. The motivation of thesis work is to develop new technologies that can
bridge the gap between application requirements and currently limited technology.
1.3 Organization of this thesis
This thesis includes four research areas: (a) development of hole-based intersubband
lasers, (b) demonstration of the first electrically tunable THz laser operating at high
temperatures, (c) theoretical work of a THz laser based sensing scheme (d) develop-
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ment of a THz intersubband photodetector utilizing fast phonon scattering to extract
the photo excited electron. Each research area is included in an individual chapter.
Chapter 2 is about developing a hole based intersubband laser. I start from the
theoretical aspects mainly divided into two parts. The first part is about the k · p
model of valence subband electronics states and a formulas to calculate the hole - LO
phonon scattering rate model is derived. The second part describes how to model
resonant tunneling processes between hole subbands by applying the density matrix
formalism. With these two tools, I proposed two quantum cascade emitter structures
utilizing hole intersubband transitions. Finally, pulsed current versus voltage are
shown for proposed structure demonstrating effective quantum transport.
Chapter 3 is regarding the topic of electrical tuning of THz QCLs. In this chapter
a novel electrical tuning mechanism is proposed and theoretically analyzed. The new
tuning technique employs detuned intersubband absorption to introduce a suscepti-
bility change and a coupled optical cavity. A innovative antenna coupled distributed
feedback scheme is adopted to obtain favorable far field beam patterns as well as fa-
cilitate lateral optical coupling. Experimental results demonstrate tuning of the THz
QCL at high operation temperatures cannot be realized by other electrical tuning
techniques.
Chapter 4 propose a THz refractive index sensor. The sensor is based on the
fact that if an analyte is placed close to THz QCL facet, an impedance mismatch
between analyte and its ambient environment will occur. The THz radiation will be
reflected at interface and partially coupled back into optical cavity of QCL. This ad-
ditional feedback will change the resonant frequency. In the proposed sensor scheme
another THz QCL behaves like a local oscillator in heterodyne detection. Nonlinear
mixing within the QCL active region itself down converts the THz frequency to radio
frequency and the frequencies shift of the RF signal is detected by a commercially
available spectrum analyzer. The relation between frequency shift to analyte’s refrac-
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tive index at THz frequency is investigated numerically. Since the proposed sensor
works in reflection mode, such a sensor is suitable for sensing the refractive index of
materials with high absorption coefficient.
Chapter 5 aims to develop a new type of narrowband THz quantum-well photode-
tector (QWP) called a quantum cascade detector (QCD), that works similar to the
principal of a THz QCL but in a reverse fashion by provide a photocurrent response
for absorbed THz photons due to intersubband optical transitions. Very limited early
work has been performed previously on THz QCDs . The general understanding of
QCL transport has improved considerably since then, which will be utilized for de-
velopment of significantly improved THz QCDs in this project. We propose a design
scheme that utilizes ultrafast electron-phonon scattering in GaAs/AlGaAs superlat-
tices to achieve almost a two orders of magnitude better responsivity than achieved
previously for such a detector. Different noise mechanisms as well as how they can be
affected by the number of cascaded states are discussed. Experimental result indicate
that the proposed detector shows strong photon response at ∼ 50 K which is already
comparable to existing best performance devices.
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Chapter 2
Hole-based THz intersubband
lasers
Intersubband transitions in the conduction band of semiconductor superlattice have
been under extensive study during the last three decades and lead to applications like
Mid-infrared (Mid-IR) [39], and Terahertz (THz) quantum cascade lasers [72],quantum
well infrared photo-detectors (QWIPs) [84] and quantum cascade detectors (QCDs) [48].
In contrast, much less work has been done both theoretically and experimentally on
hole transport in superlattices as well as intersubband laser based on inter-valence
subband transitions. Intersubband transition of holes is particularly interesting and
important in both scientifically and practically. Most of the research about hole inter-
subband transitions has been done in the Si/SiGe material system due to an interest
in demonstrating a Si-based laser that has the capability of integration with highly
maturated CMOS technology. Intersubband electroluminescence of both Mid-IR and
THz photons has been reported in Si/SiGe heterostructures [32, 95]. Intersubband
absorption in multiple quantum wells (MQW) and photocurrent measurements have
also been explored in the same material system [44]. However Si and Ge’s lattice
constant have a mismatch of four percents thus the Si/SiGe material system suffers
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from challenges related to the growth of high quality pseudo-morphic Si/SiGe super-
lattice containing hundreds or even thousands quantum wells on various substrates.
Compared to Si/SiGe, the GaAs/AlGaAs material system is virtually strain-free since
the lattice mismatch between GaAs and AlAs is less than 0.2 percent. MBE epitaxial
growth of thick GaAs/AlGaAs superlattices on GaAs substrates is very mature and
has been verified by the success of electron-based quantum cascade lasers. Thus,
this material system allows researchers separate materials issues from fundamental
hole transport properties. Up to today, carbon-doped p-type GaAs/AlGaAs quan-
tum cascade structures had been successfully grown. Absorption and spontaneous
emission in the Mid-IR range has been experimentally demonstrated in such struc-
ture [97, 98]. Although electron based Mid-IR QCL have been commercialized and
THz QCL is the strongest solid state THz source till today. Laser oscillation utilizing
hole intersubband transition has not yet to be demonstrated. The hole intersubband
transitions are particularly interesting because the polarization of the light emitted
is not restricted to normal to quantum well growth direction due to the valence band
mixing effect. Moreover, temperature degrade mechanisms of THz QCLs have yet to
be clarified [103, 68], the hole based quantum cascade lasers would offer a new tool
to study temperature degradation phenomena of THz QCLs.
The purpose of this chapter is develop a design technique which can theoretically
analyze quantum transport of holes, and thus predict gain within these semiconductor
superlattice. This chapter is divided into five parts. Part I gives overview of the hole
subband eigen-energy, dispersion and wavefunction in GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice In
part II a theoretical study of LO phonon scattering that accounts for nonparabolicity
and anisotropy of valence subband is given. The derivation of the expressions is
suitable for numerical evaluation. A simple density matrix in combination with tight
binding wavefunction modeling of resonant tunneling of holes in a superlattice is
presented in section III. Part IV involves numerical simulation of a THz waveguide for
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a p-type superlattice. Finally, two hole based QCL active region designs are presented
and analyzed. Experimental results show effective quantum-transport for heavy holes
and is promising toward the development of the first hole-based intersubband laser.
2.1 Hole Subbands in GaAs/AlGaAs Superlattices
2.1.1 k · p approximation for hole states in cubic semicon-
ductors
Time independent Schrodinger equation can describe the quantum states of holes
in an external potential. In a semiconductor superlattice, layers of two (or more)
materials are stacked one by one, and carriers are only confined in the growth direc-
tion. Quantum states in a semiconductor superlattice can be found by solving the
1D Schrodinger equation:
H(z)Ψ(z) = (− ~
2
2m
∂2
∂ z2
+ V (z))Ψ(z) = EΨ(z) (2.1)
In perturbation theory, the exact Hamiltonian H is considered as a summation of
unperturbed quantum system H0 whose eigen energy E
0
n and eigenfunction φn are
known, plus an additional ”perturbing” Hamiltonian H ′.
H = H0 +H
′ (2.2)
The eigenfunction for Hamiltonian H is expressed in the form of linear superposition
of all φn. H
′.
Ψ =
∑
n
cnφn, (2.3)
where the Coefficient, cn, can be obtained by substituting 2.3 back to 2.1, multiplying
by φ∗n and integrate respect with z. The cn for a given eigenvalue E then can be
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written in matrix form as
‖H0 − IE +H ′‖‖c‖ = 0 (2.4)
where c is a column formed by cn, I is an identity matrix and each matrix element is
Hnn′ = 〈φn′ |H0 +H ′|φn〉 =
∫
φ∗n′(H0 +H
′)φndz (2.5)
The eigenvalues E are the roots of the determinant, expressed as
|H0 − IE +H ′| = 0 (2.6)
Determination of the eigenfunctions Ψ and eigenvalues E by reducing the matrix H0+
H ′ as a diagonal. Diagonalize matrix H0 +H ′ in general can be unrealistic, however
the problem is solved by further approximations. The eigen energy is corrected from
E0m determined from 2.6, and the correction to the wavefunction φn of a given state
m,i.e., the coefficients cn(Em), are determined from 2.4.
If the quantum state m is not degenerate then the expression for such a correction
can be obtained in serious form. If there are several states φm, φ
′
m, ... correspond-
ing to one eigenenergy E0m, it is common first to determine the eigenfunctions and
eigenenergies in the zeroth approximation, that is to say all matrix elements in the
matrix H ′nn′ are to vanish except the element Hmm′ , between the function φm and φ
′
m
corresponding to a given energy. Then high order corrections to the eigenfunction and
eigenenergy are found in sequence. However, it is not always possible to accurately
evaluate the solution of 2.6 even in the zeroth approximation. This problem may
be addressed by constructing a Hamiltonian in the effective mass approximation for
degenerate bands or for several close-lying bands.
To solve the problem, the Hamiltonian 2.4 can be partially diagonalized using
a unitary matrix S in the sense that S does not contain off-diagonal elements Hml
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between the N given states and the other states l, l′, ...:
H = e−SHeS (2.7)
The transformation formulated in 2.7 corresponds to a transition from the represen-
tation c to the representation c defined by
c = e−Sc (2.8)
It is shown in [107] the new representation the of correction of matrix element Hmm′
between degenerate state m,m′, ...,m(N) up to third order can be expressed as:
Hmm′ =Hmm′ −
∑
s
H ′ms −H ′sm′
E0s − E0m
− 1
2
∑
m′′s
H ′msH
′
sm′′H
′
m′′m′ +H
′
mm′′H
′
m′′sH
′
sm′
(E0s − E0m)2
+
∑
ss′
H ′msH
′
ss′H
′
s′m′
(E0s − E0m)(E0s′ − E0m)
(2.9)
and Hmm′ is defined as
Hmm′ = E
0
mδmm′ +H
′
mm′ (2.10)
In semiconductors where the most important region in k space is around the extremum
point
−→
k0 . The Luttinger-Kohn representation is most common one used to investigate
dispersion in an ideal crystal, especially in regard to the behavior of carriers in slow
varying electric and magnetic fields. In Luttinger-Kohn representation the wavevector
−→
k is measured from the extremum point
−→
k0 , i.e.,
−→
k =
−→
K − −→k0 , where −→K is the
wavevector of the point in k space. Instead of Bloch functions
Ψnk = e
ikzunk(z) (2.11)
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the following functions ϕnk are used as a basis
ϕnk =
1√
Vc
eikzunk0 (2.12)
where Ψnk0 is the Bloch function at the extremum point k0, which is the eigenfunction
corresponding to operator H0 with eigen energy En(k0) and Vc is normalization factor
which is the crystal volume. The wavefunction Ψnk can be expanded in the function
ϕnk in the following way:
ΨnK =
∑
n′
cn′ϕn′k (2.13)
The coefficient c′n defines the transformation from the Bloch representation to the
Luttinger-Kohn representation. Substituting the expansion of 2.13 into the Schrodinger
equation (H0 − E)Ψ = 0, and multiplying ϕ∗nk integrate with z and applying the re-
lation:
H0(p)e
ikz = eikzH0(p+ ~k) (2.14)
we can obtain a system of equations
∑
n′
{
(En(k0) +
~2k2
2m
− E)δnn′ + ~k · pnn′
m
}
cn′ = 0 (2.15)
where pnn′ is the momentum matrix element between Bloch function Ψnk0 and Ψn′k0
expressed as
pnn′ = pnk0,n′k0 =
1
Vc
∫
Ψ∗nk0 p Ψn′k0dr (2.16)
For a small volume of k , both H1 =
~2k2
2m
and H2 =
~k·p
m
terms can be considered as
perturbation. We can apply the transformation 2.7, and according to 2.9 this gives,
to second order correction, in k.
∑
n′

(
En(k0) +
~2k2
2m
− E
)
δnn′ +
~k
m
pnk0,n′k0 +
~2
m2
∑
αβ
∑
n′′ 6=n
kαkβ
pα
nk0,n′′k0p
β
n′′k0,n′k0
En(k0)− En′′ (k0)
 cn′ = 0 (2.17)
In the case of degenerate at k0 we have to take into account all states which have eigen
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energy equals to E0 into account. We can denote the degenerate states as i, j = 1, 2, ...m
where m is the degeneracy of the band at k0. Now the equation 2.17 has the form
∑
j
Hij(k0, k)cj = Ecj (2.18)
where Hamiltonian Hij can be expressed as
Hij(k0, k) =
∑
α
~
m
kαp
α
ik0,jk0 +
~2
2m
δijk
2
+
~2
2m2
∑
αβ
kαkβ
∑
n′ 6=i,j
pαik0,n′k0p
β
n′k0,jk0 + p
β
ik0,n′k0p
α
n′k0,jk0
En(k0)− En′′(k0)
(2.19)
2.1.2 Luttinger-Kohn Basis and Hamiltonian
For III-V semiconductors like GaAs or AlGaAs, the most important region in k space is the
center of the Brillouin zone which is known as the Γ point. As a cubic semiconductor with
zinc-blende structure, the band is three fold degenerate at the Γ point if spin is disregarded.
In order to construct matrix 2.19 one can choose Bloch functions for the top of the valence
band X,Y, Z, which transform under operation of the cubic group as x, y, z respectively.
Linked to this basis the Hamiltonian is
H =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Lk2x +M(k
2
y + k
2
z) nkxky Nkxkz
Nkxky Lk
2
y +M(k
2
x + k
2
y) Nkykz
Nkxkz Nkykz Lk
2
z +M(k
2
x + k
2
y)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.20)
Where L,M,N are independent constants
L =
~2
2m
+
~2
m2
∑
n
|〈X|px|n〉|2
E0 − En (2.21)
M =
~2
2m
+
~2
m2
∑
n
|〈X|py|n〉|2
E0 − En (2.22)
N =
~2
m2
∑
n
〈X|px|n〉〈n|py|Y 〉+ 〈X|py|n〉〈n|px|Y 〉
E0 − En (2.23)
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When spin of holes are included the threefold degeneracy at Γ point is doubled and becomes
sixfold. The basis function now becomes
Xα, Yα, Zα, Xβ, Yβ, Zβ (2.24)
where α and β are the spin function of holes corresponding to positive and negative spin
projection. When spin-orbit coupling is neglected, the matrix H relative to basis 2.24 is
diagonal as
H =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
H1 0
0 H1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.25)
in which H1 is expressed in 2.20. Spin orbit coupling is expected to remove the sixfold
degeneracy of the band at the Γ point for semiconductor with zinc-blende structure. The
Schrodinger equation includes spin orbit coupling is
HΨ =
{
p2
2m
+ V (z) +
~
4m2c2
(σ [∆V × P ])− i~
4m2c2
(∆V × P )− p
4
8m3c2
}
Ψ = i~
∂Ψ
∂t
(2.26)
where p = −i~∆ and σ is Pauli spin matrices. The equation describes a system of two spin
components, which refer to two spin state of the holes with different spin projection. One
can conclude from 2.26 that the only term which mixes the two spin states of holes is the
so-called spin orbit coupling term expressed as:
HSO =
~
4m2c2
(σ [∆V × P ]) (2.27)
The spin-orbit term 2.27 describes the interaction between the spin and orbit angular mo-
menta in atoms. In this thesis we assume that the spin orbit coupling is dramatically less
than the separation to the nearest band (which is the bandgap between conduction band
and valence band). This approximation is fairly true for III-V semiconductors like GaAs
and AlGaAs. In this case spin-orbit coupling is only considered within the valence band. In
the Luttinger-Kohn representation a linear combination of basis 2.24 are chosen to describe
wavefunction around the Γ point and to diagonalize the matrix Hso. Physically this means
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we are solving the system of equations 2.18 with matrix Hso instead of H. When solving
the equation we obtain 6 solutions. We have a fourfold degenerate wavefunction (heavy
hole and light hole) at Γ point and another twofold degenerate wavefunction (split-off hole)
separate by ∆i which is the strength of spin-orbit coupling splitting. The Luttinger-Kohn
representation [94] for which HSO 2.27 is diagonal is
Ψ 3
2
, 3
2
=
1√
2
(X + iY )α (2.28)
Ψ 3
2
, 1
2
=
i√
6
[(X + iY )β − 2Zα] (2.29)
Ψ 3
2
,− 1
2
=
i√
6
[(X − iY )α+ 2Zβ] (2.30)
Ψ 3
2
,− 3
2
=
i√
2
[(X − iY )β (2.31)
Ψ 1
2
, 1
2
=
i√
3
[(X + iY )β + Zα] (2.32)
Ψ 1
2
,− 1
2
=
i√
3
[−(X − iY )α+ Zβ] (2.33)
The first four states have angular momentum J = 32 and last two state have angular
momentum J = 12 . Under the Luttinger-Kohn representation the Hamiltonian H 2.25
undergoes a transformation and becomes:
H ′ = SHS−1 (2.34)
where S is a unitary matrix transform 2.24 to 2.28 to 2.30 defined as
S =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1√
2
i√
2
0 0 0 0
0 0 −i
√
2
3
i√
6
− 1√
6
0
1√
6
− i√
6
0 0 0
√
2
3
0 0 0 i√
2
1√
2
0
0 0 1√
3
1√
3
i√
3
0
− i√
3
− 1√
2
0 0 0 i√
3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.35)
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Direct evaluation of the matrix element H ′j′m′,jm yields the matrix H
LK :
HLK =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
F H I 0 iH√
2
−i√2I
H∗ G 0 I i(G−F )√
2
i
√
3H√
2
I∗ o G −H −i
√
3H∗√
2
i(G−F )√
2
0 I∗ −H∗ F −i√2I∗ − iH∗√
2
− iH∗√
2
− i(G−F )√
2
i
√
3H√
2
i
√
2I F+G2 + ∆ 0
i
√
2I∗ −i
√
3H∗√
2
− i(G−F )√
2
iH√
2
0 F+G2 −∆
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.36)
where
F =
L+M
2
(k2x + k
2
y) +Mk
2
z (2.37)
G =
F
3
+
2
3
(M(k2x + k
2
y) + Lk
2
z) (2.38)
I =
1√
12
[(L−M)(k2x − k2y)− 2iNkxky] (2.39)
H = − N√
3
(kykz + ikxkz) (2.40)
where L,M,N are defined in 2.21 to 2.23, and ∆ is the spin orbit splitting of the valence
band.
2.2 Hole-LO-Phonon Scattering Process
In order to design a laser utilizing intersubband transitions, energy levels and wavefunctions
have to be carefully designed to overcome scattering rates and provide population inversion.
A proper understanding of inter- (and intra-) subband scattering is essential for the design
and understanding of quantum cascade structures. In III-V semiconductors, it has been
well established both theoretically and experimentally that polar LO-phonon scattering
is the dominant intersubband scattering mechanism for subband separations greater than
the LO-phonon energy ELO [43, 54, 126]. For intrawell transitions, these scattering times
tend to be less than 1 ps. In THz quantum cascade laser based on electron intersubband
transitions, most of the work has been in the GaAs/AlGaAs material system due to its
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maturity in terms of MBE epitaxy. Electrons only occupy quantum states very close to Γ
point in k space because the quantum cascade structure is very lightly doped and can only
operate at cryogenic temperature. Thus, all subbands’ dispersion can be safely assumed
as parabolic and isotropic with identical curvature, and a universal effective mass can be
used for all subbands. This approximation makes the calculation of scattering rate in the
conduction band very convenient. In the case of valence band, one has to obtain dispersion
relation for all of the subbands involved in hole transport, because of the Bloch functions
around the valence band Γ point are less symmetric than that of conduction band Γ point,
and hole subband dispersion are generally highly non-parabolic and an-isotropic.
A lot of attempts had already been made to model the hole phonon scattering in quan-
tum wells [64, 9, 63]. Due to computational limitation, all these works make some significant
approximation in order to derive either analytical expressions or formula which is over sim-
plified limiting their applicability. In this section a formula calculate hole-polar LO phonon
scattering rate which suitable for numerical evaluation is derived based on Fermi’s golden
rule.
A commercially available k · p solver NEXTNANO3 is used to calculate wavefunction
and eigen energy of GaAs/AlGaAS superlattices under slow varying electric fields[15]. In
quantum cascade structures holes are only confined in growth direction and can freely move
parallel to growth plane. By solving the k·p Hamiltonian, the wavefunction can be expressed
as
Ψn,kρ = e
ikρ·ρ∑
ν
fνn(z, kρ)υv0(r) (2.41)
where the z direction is defined as the superlattice growth direction and kρ(kx, ky) and ρ(x, y)
are the in plane component of the wave vector and position vector, respectively. fνn(z, kρ) is
wavefunction envelop along growth direction as a result of the potential different between
the GaAs and AlGaAs, as well as applied electric field. In general, the envelop function
has in-plane momentum dependency. υv0(r) is the Brillouin zone center Bloch function.
Six Bloch functions, namely |32 ,±32〉, |32 ,±12〉,|12 ,±12〉 corresponding to the heavy hole, light
hole and split-off hole, are considered as basis in this case. This Bloch functions are eigen
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wavefunctions for the angular momentum operator. Under the 6 band k · p scheme, the
normalization condition is formulated as
∑
ν
|fνn(z, kρ)|2 = 1 (2.42)
since all Bloch functions are normalized and orthogonal to each other. During phonon
scattering process, both momentum and energy have to be conserved. This requires a
relationship between momentum and eigen energy. In quantum cascade structures due to
periodic potential confinement in growth direction, momentum in direction kz is discrete
and fixed. Thus kz can drop from conservation relation and we only need to take care of the
in-plane momentum conservation. As shown in 2.36, the eigen energy can solved by finding
the determinant of HLK with specified kx and ky. If kx and ky are over all of the interesting
regions in k space, the dispersion of different subbands are then obtained. Figure 2.1
illustrates the conduction band and valence band dispersion different for a single quantum
well. Valence subband includes both the heavy hole subband and light hole subband.
Following Fermi’s golden rule, scattering rate from an initial state |i〉 to a final state |f〉
for an elastic perturbation scatter H ′ is evaluated by
W ems,absi→f (ki, kf ) =
2pi
~
|〈f, kf , nf,q|H ′|i, ki, ni,q〉|2δ(Ef (kf )− Ei(ki)± ELO) (2.43)
where ~ are reduced Planck’s constant, Ef (kf ) and Ei(ki) are finial and initial state eigen
energy corresponding to their momentum. ni,q and nf,q are the crystal phonon modes. The
carrier-phonon interaction Hamiltonian takes the form of
H ′ =
∑
q
[αq(e
iq·rbq + e−iq·rb†q)] (2.44)
where αq measures carrier-phonon interaction strength, bq and b
†
q are phonon creation and
annihilation operator for a phonon mode q. The interaction Hamiltonian is summation over
all possible phonon modes. For polar LO phonon the scattering interaction is given by the
Frohlich interaction strength in SI units as [133]
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GaAsAlxGa1-xAs AlxGa1-xAs
electron subband dispersion
heavy hole subband dispersion
light hole subband dispersion
Electron 
subband
Heavy hole 
subband
Light hole 
subband
(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 2.1: In order to illustrate the dispersion difference between conduction band sub-
band and valence band subband, a single quantum well which formed by a
3.4 nm thick GaAs layer sandwiched between two 3.4 nm Al0.2Ga0.8As bar-
rier is used as an example. Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian HLK is used for
calculating valence band subband dispersion as well as wavefunction. (a)
Conduction band and valence band probability density function of the GaAs/
Al0.2Ga0.8As single quantum well. (b) conduction subband (c) heavy hole sub-
band dispersion (d) light hole subband dispersion Calculated relation between
in-plane momentum and energy clearly indicate that electron has a parabolic
and isotropic dispersion, on the contrary both heavy hole and light hole’s
dispersion is anisotropic and nonparabolic thus. even within one subband
effective mass can not defined.
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|α(q)|2 = ELO
2
e2
V q2
(
1
ε∞
− 1
εs
) (2.45)
where ε∞ and ε0 are the electrical permittivity of the semiconductor at optical frequencies
and DC, respectively. The crystal volume is large enough that the phonon mode volume in
k space can be considered to be infinitesimal, thus the summation over all phonon modes
can convert to an integral. The phonon spectrum available for scattering is approximated
to be the phonon spectrum of the GaAs bulk sample. Assumption is also made that the
bulk crystal LO phonon is dispersion-less, which is true if 1D infinity atom chain model
is applied[69]. Dispersion-less phonon assumption is equivalent to a case regardless of mo-
mentum all phonon modes have identical constant energy ELO = ~ωLO.
Plugging the hole LO phonon interaction Hamiltonian H ′ into 2.43 and replace the
summation with integral:
W ems,absi→f (ki, kf ) =
L6
(2pi)6
2pi
~
|
∫∫∫
dqα(q)Mq|2δ(Ef (kf )− Ei(ki)± ELO) (2.46)
We define the matrix element Mq in a standard way and expand out the state vector into
independent dimensions
M ems,absq =
(2pi)2
L2
√
ni,q +
1
2
± 1
2
〈
6∑
f=1
gfv (kf , z)|e∓iqzz|
6∑
i=1
giv(ki, z)〉
δ(kf,x ± qx − ki,x)δ(kf,y ± qy − ki,y)
(2.47)
We can conclude from 2.47 that the in-plane momentum of the phonon involving in scatter-
ing process equals to the in-plane momentum difference between the initial and final states.
This requirement can always be fulfilled under dispersion-less assumption. Applying or-
thogonality of Bloch function we can write the scattering rate between an initial state to a
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final state as
W ems,absi→f =
1
8pi
e2
~
(nLO +
1
2
± 1
2
)ELO(
1
ε∞
− 1
εs
)
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ ∞
0
kfdkfδ(Ef (kf )− Ei(ki)± ELO)
×
∫
dz
∫
dz′(
6∑
m=1
g(i)
∗
m (ki, z) · g(f)m (kf , z))(
6∑
n=1
g(f)
∗
n (kf , z
′) · g(i)n (ki, z′))
1
q||
e−q|||z−z
′|
(2.48)
where g
(i,f)
m and g
(i,f)
n are 6 envelop function corresponding to each basis function for
Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian. Above mentioned formula can be further simplified by taking
use of Delta function’s property.
∫ ∞
∞
f(x)δ(g(x))dx =
∑
i
f(xi)
|g(xi)| (2.49)
where xi satisfying g(xi) = 0. Inserting 2.49 into 2.48 the integration over all final states’
momentum can be calculated out, now 2.48 becomes
W ems,absi→f =
1
8pi
e2
~
(nLO +
1
2
± 1
2
)ELO(
1
ε∞
− 1
εs
)
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
kf,s
|E′(kf,s)|
×
∫
dz
∫
dz′(
6∑
m=1
g(i)
∗
m (ki, z) · g(f)m (kf , z))(
6∑
n=1
g(f)
∗
n (kf , z
′) · g(i)n (ki, z′))
1
q||
e−q|||z−z
′|
(2.50)
where kf,s satisfying the equation Ef (kf,s)−Ei(ki)±ELO = 0 and q|| is in-plane transferred
momentum. The total scattering rate between initial subband to finial subband need average
all possible initial states in subbands before scattering.
1
τi→f
=
∫∞
0 dEkfi(Ek)Wi→f (Ek)∫∞
0 dEkf(Ek)
(2.51)
Formula 2.50 is suitable for evaluate hole phonon scattering rate numerically.
As an example, we will apply the formula to calculate hole phonon scattering rate of a
GaAs/Al0.2Ga0.8As single quantum well. The structure is illustrated in Fig.2.1. For each
subband probability density function is plotted and shifted corresponding to sub band’s
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ELO
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kf
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Figure 2 illustrate how energy and momentum conserved during hole phonon
scattering process in a phonon emission process. (a) Ei + Eki(ki) = Ef +
Ekf (kf ) + ELO where Ei and Ef are the eigen energy of initial and final
subband at Γ point. Eki(ki) and Ekf (kf ) are kinetic energy of initial and
final states. (b) Projection to momentum plane (kx-ky plane). Transferred
in-plane momentum between initial and final hole states equals to the phonon
in-plane momentum involving in scattering process.
eigen energy. At point which in plane wave vector is zero, all off-diagonal terms in HLK
are zero leading to each valence subband either ”pure” heavy hole or ”pure” light hole.
Split off hole is not play an role here because in GaAs spin orbit splitting ∆ is 0.3 eV
while valence band offset between GaAs and Al0.2Ga0.8As is only about 0.1 eV. That is
to say split off hole is too far away in terms of energy to the region we are interested in for
THz quantum cascade structure. In the case of nonzero in plane wave vector, off-diagonal
terms in matrix 2.36 are not zero any more resulting in all states are a mixture among
all basis of Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian. Thus the label heavy hole or light hole do not
make physical sense any more. However for the sake of convenience, in this chapter valence
subbands are still labeled as either heavy hole (HH) or light hole (LH) based on property
of subband at Γ point. Both HH to HH and LH to HH types of hole-phonon scattering
are investigated in this section. Permittivity for optical frequency and static Permittivity
of bulk GaAs is used when evaluating the Hole-phonon scattering rate. Screening effect
is ignored here since THz quantum cascade structure are generally grown with very light
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doping (∼ 5 × 1015/cm3) density. Although wavefunction for each subband depend on
in-plane momentum, to balance accuracy and calculation speed we pick a wavefunctions
corresponding to a specific in-plane momentum. This assumption is fair since at cryogenic
temperature ( 77 K) with very light doping density only quantum states close to Γ point
can be occupied.
When calculating scattering rate lattice temperature is assumed to be 4 K therefore
only phonon emission process should be considered. Qualitatively speaking LO phonon
scattering rate is proportional to carrier effective mass, local effective mass of holes which
is related to second derivative of dispersion in all k space area are heavier than electron
effective mass (0.067m0). The fact explains why HH to HH subband LO phonon scattering
rate is generally higher than that of scattering rate between electron subbands. There is also
another important difference between conduction and valence subband phonon scattering
origin from band mixing effect. The wavefunction overlap between different subband can
be measured by following integral
Omn =
∫
dz
∫
dz′(
6∑
m=1
g(i)
∗
m (ki, z) · g(f)m (kf , z))(
6∑
n=1
g(f)
∗
n (kf , z
′) · g(i)n (ki, z′)) (2.52)
At Γ point, heavy-hole subband envelop function for light hole and split-off hole Bloch func-
tion is zero and for light-hole subband only envelop function of light-hole Bloch function is
nonzero. Thus at Γ point wavefunction overlap integral between different type valence sub-
bands is zero. Only when in-plane wave vector is non-zero and Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian
HLK basis start to mix then scattering process between HH and LH subband is allowed.
As in-plane wavevector becomes larger band mixing is more significant, thus the scattering
between HH and LH subbands is getting more efficient . This phenomenon is illustrated in
Figure 2.3 (c)-(f) Two single quantum well structure composed by GaAs/Al0.2Ga0.8Asare
simulated, the first one is correspond to Figure 2.3(c) and (e) layer thickness in monolayer
(ML, 2.825A˚ for GaAs)start from first barrier are 12ML/12ML/12ML where separation
between HH1 and LH1 is 34.6 meV; the second one is correspond to Figure2.3 (d) and
(f) layer thickness in ML start from first barrier are 12ML/16ML/12ML where separation
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Figure 2.3: Hole-LO phonon scattering rate vs Kinetic energy of Initial state for single
quantum well composed by GaAs/Al0.2Ga0.8As ( barrier height 101 meV) with
different well thickness. (a)(b) HH to HH intra-well hole phonon scattering
for subband separation both above (a) and below (b) ELO. Layer thickness is
12ML/25ML/12ML and 12ML/28ML/12ML for (a) and (b) respectively. The
raw scattering rate is in the order of 1013 which is a direct result of heavier mass
of heavy holes. (c)(d) Hole phonon scattering rate between LH1 and HH1.
Layer thickness is 12ML/12ML/12ML and 12ML/16ML/12ML for (c) and (d)
respectively. Wavefunction for kx = ky = 0.002A˚ is used. (e) Wavefunction
correspond to inplane momentum kx = ky = 0.008A˚ is used when calculating
hole phonon scattering between HH1 and LH1 for same structure as (c). (f)
Wavefunction corresponding to inplane momentum kx = ky = 0.008A˚ is used
when calculating hole phonon scattering between HH1 and LH1 for same
structure as (d). Phonon scattering rate increase dramatically as in-plane
momentum increase and band mixing become significant.
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between HH1 and LH1 is 29 meV. As mentioned previous, when calculating hole phonon
scattering rate a wavefunction corresponding to a specific in-plane momentum is picked
instead of using in-plane momentum depended wavefunction to comprise model accuracy
with simulation speed. Figure 2.3(c) (d) are use wavefunction correspond to kx = ky =
0.002A˚ while (e) and (f) are use wavefunction correspond to kx = ky = 0.008A˚. Results
clearly showing that the choice of wavefunction does not change the curve trend however as
band mixing become more significant scattering rate increase dramatically due to scattering
rate is proportional to overlap integral.
2.3 Tight-Binding Model to Describe Coherent Tun-
neling of Holes
In quantum cascade structures, sequential resonant tunneling (RT) is a critical transport
mechanism[23]. The effect of resonant tunneling and dephasing are important for describing
the transport between two energy states which are weekly couple i.e. tunneling through
thick injector barrier[21]. Nonphysical results can be leaded when localization of wavefunc-
tion due to dephasing scattering is omitted[22]. Although Non-equilibrium Green function
(NGE) simulation have shown some promising results[83], the computationally intensive
nature of this method limits its utility of obtaining an intuitive picture of carrier transport
in quantum cascade structures. On the other hand density matrix approach offers an easily
accessible way describing coherent transport[132], and is successfully used in modeling elec-
tron transport in THz QCLs[21, 77]. In a simple coupled quantum well structure as shown
in Figure2.4. Only two heavy-hole subbands in each well participated in transport process
as holes tunnel from right well to left well under a certain bias. The resonant tunneling pro-
cess can be descried in either semi-classical or tight binding scheme. Under semi-classical
model the entire coupled quantum well is described by a single Hamiltonian. In this pic-
ture the hole wavefunction is correspond to a stationary eigenstates. Under resonant bias
condition the ground state in one well is aligned with ground state in adjacent well, these
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two subbands form a doublet extended through the whole coupled quantum well system
with symmetric wavefunction as the lower energy state and anti-symmetric wavefunction
as the higher energy state. The tunneling transport is modeled as in and out scattering
between the symmetric and anti-symmetric eigen-states by applying Fermis golden rule.
Since no coherent oscillatory time evolution among the subband hole populations included,
the current density under resonant bias is independent of tunneling barrier thickness in
semi-classical scheme.
Symmetric 
Antisymmetric 
Δ
AS
Anticrossing gap ΔAS: 4.41meV
(a)
Ω
Interaction between tight 
binding wavefunction Ω: 4.25meV
(b)
Figure 2.4: Schematic illustrate the difference between semi-classical and tight binding
picture of hole tunneling in coupled quantum well. (a) Semi-classical pic-
ture of resonant tunneling, wavefunctions are extended. Transport process
happened as soon as holes enter either of the states. Tunneling is treated
as scattering process between ”symmetric” and ”anti-symmetric” states. (b)
Tight binding picture, hole wave packet is initially localized in right well and
oscillate across barrier at Rabi frequency Ω due to interaction between tight
binding wavefunctions until the oscillation is dumped by scattering or other
dephasing process.
When tight binding approach is applied, the localized basis states is only eigen state
of single quantum well instead of coupled quantum well system. The tunneling transport
through the barrier takes place via a coherent time evolution thus the hole wave packet
oscillates between tunneling barrier at Rabi oscillation frequency Ω. Without pure dephas-
ing Rabi oscillation only damped when holes scattered out from localized eigen state. In
contrast with dephasing scattering Rabi oscillation is damped even in absence of intersub-
band scattering. When pure dephasing time is short enough, Rabi oscillation can be views
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as over-damped thus tunneling barrier becomes the bottleneck of current transport. By
choosing spatial localized basis one more advantage lies in the fact that such basis are less
sensitive to bias which keep the form factors for various intramodule scattering rate kind of
independent of applied bias.
Calculating anticrossing from localized wave packet for conduction band was described in
[21]. Since effective mass model no longer can be used for hole wave packet, formula (16)
and (17) described in [21] need to be modified. To find the localized wavefunctions ΨTB(z),
we consider a single, isolated module under bias, embedded in material with the same com-
position as the barriers. Mathematically the term ”localized” requires probability density
decay to zero before it reach boundary of barriers on both side. The wavefunctions in the
subsequent (n=1) and previous (n=1) modules are then shifted as
ΨniTB(z) =
6∑
m=1
g0m(z − n · lmod); (2.53)
where i is subband notation, n is module label. Eigen-energy is shifted as Ein = Ei0 +
nqVbias, where q = 1.6 · 1019C is the elementary electron charge, lmod is the module length,
and Vbias is the applied voltage per module. The anticrossing ∆Vij between the tight binding
wavefunctions ΨmiTB and Ψ
n
jTB with respective in-plane momentum k|| = ki = kj is then
determined with a tight binding model similar to equation (16) in [21]:
∆Vij(ki, kj) =
∫ ∞
∞
6∑
m,n=1
gm∗i (z)∆V (z)g
n
j (z)dzδki,kjδm,n (2.54)
The delta function δki,kj denotes that in-plane momentum is conserved during coherent res-
onant tunneling process while the other delta function δm,n due to the fact basis functions of
Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian HLK are orthogonal to each other. Here ∆Vij is the difference
of the confining potential between a single module with extended barrier in both ends and
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a superlattice composed of a repetition of the module:
∆V (z) = Vbarr −
∑
m<0
Vmod(z −mlmod), z < 0
∆V (z) = 0, 0 < z < lmod
∆V (z) = Vbarr −
∑
m>0
Vmod(z −mlmod), z > lmod
(2.55)
This approach yields a direct estimate of anticrossing gap between two tight binding states.
Under six band k ·p scheme wavefunction is correspond to certain transverse momenta thus
anticrossing gap now has in-plane momentum dependence. When tunneling is happened
between two heavy hole subbands anticrossing gap is reduced as in-plane momentum be-
comes larger and larger. Anticrossing gap change in opposite direction when tunneling is
happened between light hole and heavy hole. This phenomena can explained by valence
band mixing effect. At Γ point thus transverse momenta is zero, there is no band mixing
effect [27]. Delta function δm,n in expression 2.54 forbid tunneling between light hole to
heavy hole happen. Valence band mixing become more significant as in-plane wave vector
become larger, as a consequence amplitude of light hole Bloch function envelops in heavy
hole subbands start to become larger. This leads to the fact anticrossing gap between
same type of subbands decrease and anticrossing gap between different types of subbands
increase. Figure 2.5 illustrate this effect. A coupled quantum well system composed by
GaAs/Al0.2Ga0.8As is simulated using commercially available k · p solver NEXTNANO3
[15]. The layer thickness start from left most barrier is 24ML/24ML/12ML/10ML/24ML.
Anticrossing between ground heave hole state in narrow well HH1′ and first excited heavy
hole state in wide well HH2 is calculated based on formula 2.54. Anticrossing is decreased
from 3.15 meV to 0.9 meV when in-plane momentum increasing from 0 to 0.01 A˚ along 11
direction on transverse momentum plane (kx − ky plane). In-plane momentum depended
anticrossing between HH1′ and ground light hole state in wide well LH1 is illustrated in
Figure 2.5 (b). At Γ point there is no interaction between LH1 and HH1′ since both sub-
bands are ”pure”. Tunneling become more strong as in-plane momentum are larger as
a result of more significant band mixing. The anticrossing finally reaches 3.9 meV when
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Figure 2.5: Tunneling between heavy hole to heavy hole and light hole to heavy hole in
a coupled quantum well system composed by GaAs/Al0.2Ga0.8As. The layer
thickness start from barrier is 24ML/24ML/12ML/10ML/24ML. (a) Anti-
crossing gap between HH1′ and HH2 is decreased from 3.15 meV to 0.9 meV
when in-plane momentum increasing from 0 to 0.01 A˚ along 11 direction on
transverse momentum plane (kx − ky plane). (b) Holes tunneling between
LH and HH subbands are forbidden when in-plane momentum is zero. When
transverse momentum increase along 11 direction, band mixing becomes more
significant at mean while anticrossing between LH1 and HH1′ also becomes
larger. The anticrossing reaches 3.9 meV when kx = ky = 0.01 A˚.
kx = ky = 0.01 A˚.
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2.4 Hole Transport in GaAs/AlGaAs Superlattices
Modeled by Density-Matrix Method
There are several different approaches to understand quantum evolution of a large num-
ber of particles. The most straight forward way with physical intuition would be to use
Schrodinger picture where all wavefunction for each particle are been tracked. These wave-
functions include all quantum information thus we can easily find macroscopic quantities
like optical gain, current density from summing over contributions of all these particles.
In Schrodinger picture quantum transport of holes among different states are treated as
either radiative transitions or non-radiative transitions of various scattering mechanism.
These scattering mechanisms include but not restrict to optical phonon scattering, acous-
tic phonon scattering, interface roughness scattering, impurities scattering, alloy scattering
and carrier-carrier scattering. Rates for all types quantum transitions under certain per-
turbation are given by Fermi’s golden rule.[81] However due to essentially statistical nature
of these macroscopic quantities, much of the information from all these wavefunction is
averaged out. Since what we interested in are those macroscopic quantities instead of states
of all individual particles, it is not necessary and sometimes not practical to gather all
wavefunctions.
Density matrix is another more elegant and efficient approach to describe statistical
distribution of quantum states in a system[81]. Density matrix formalism allow us treat the
properties of large ensembles of carriers without worrying about individual wavefunction.
Not only that for phenomenon like resonant tunneling in which phase plays an important
role, it allows a phenomenological description of time evolution for phase sensitive interac-
tion. There is a state (Hilbert) space, with orthonormal basis |φn〉, where n is an integer.
If the quantum system is in state |ψ(t)〉 at time t, the following expression is the expansion
in this state space
|ψ(t)〉 =
∑
n
cn(t)|φn〉 (2.56)
where expansion coefficient cn can be found as cn = 〈φn|ψ〉. For an observable operator Ô
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, the matrix elements of Ô in basis |φn〉 can be written as
Omn = 〈φm|Ô|φn〉 (2.57)
In the same representation, the operator OÔ can also be written as a matrix formOwith
the above mentioned elements. For an observable operator the matrix must be a Hermitian
matrix. The expectation value of operator Ô for the system in state |ψ(t)〉 becomes
〈Ô〉(t) = 〈ψ(t)|Ô|ψ(t)〉 =
∑
n
∑
m
c∗m(t)cn(t)Omn (2.58)
We can define density operator in the form of projection operator as following [142]
ρ(t) = |ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)| (2.59)
The density operator can be explained as probability distribution in a system. For an
ensemble of particles, the density matrix element can be defined as ensemble average.[81]
ρmn(t) = 〈φm|ρ(t)|φn〉 = 〈c∗mcn〉 (2.60)
The diagonal term of density matrix element ρii is a real number and describe the probability
of finding the system in state |i〉. This number is proportional to probability density of the
state. The off-diagonal term ρij describe the polarization interaction between states |i〉 and
|j〉. Since the total population density is conserved thus [142]
Tr(ρ) =
N∑
i=1
(ρii) = 1 (2.61)
There is another important property of density matrix the square of off-diagonal term is
not larger than the product of corresponding diagonal term. This property is named as
Schwartz inequality.
ρiiρjj ≥ |ρij |2 (2.62)
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Equality correspond a case the state is ”pure”, physically pure means the states is described
by a single wavefunction. This ”pure” state is not necessary a single carrier instead it can
also describe an ensemble of particles. Naturally speaking inequality of equation 2.62 refer
to a ”mixed ” state which in general can be broken up into
ρmixed =
∑
i
|ψi〉〈ψi| (2.63)
A mixed state cannot describe by a single wavefunction instead it consist of an ensemble of
independently evolution pure state. Actually this fact can be understand as a mixed state is
ensemble of ensembles. In this picture, dephase case the carrier remove from its original pure
state and subsequently add to a mixed state in a constituent of pure states, with a phase have
no relation of its original phase. Mathematically, the net effect is total population remain
unchanged as 2.61 while average coherence ρij decrease. We need equation of motion to
capture time evolution of density operator thus the population distribution and coherence.
This equation of motion (Quantum Liouville) can be written as [20, 81],
∂ρ
∂t
=
i
~
[H, ρ] (2.64)
where H = H0 + H
′, H ′ represent a perpetuation. The density matrix, unlike the state
vector, does not have phase ambiguity and it remains the same under a phase transformation
|ψ(t)〉 → eiθ|ψ(t)〉. In our case H ′ only consist difference of the potential ∆VTB due to the
coupling between localized states in one module of quantum cascade structure to the state
in adjacent module. Ideally 2.64 can be rewrite in the way its expression is formally identical
to the one calculation wavefunction.[21]. Considering right hand side of equation 2.64 that
density matrix can undergo a transformation and we can define a linear operator L
∂ρ
∂t
=
i
~
Lρ (2.65)
where L is called Liouville operator. The result when Liouville operator operate on density
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matrix should be identical to the commutation relation [H, ρ]. Thus L is defined as [20]
Lij,mn = Himδjn −H∗jnδim (2.66)
L is a super-operator with dimension N2 × N2 and ρ has dimension N2. Dimension of L
scales with fourth power of N as a consequence matrix L easily becomes too large to cal-
culate. Simplifications and approximations are discussed later in this section. Making this
full quantum description in combine with semi-classical picture lead to a model vastly sim-
plified for numerical implementation. Note that 2.65 has the same form as time dependent
Schrodinger equation the fact enable us apply same formalism in both Hilbert (Schrodinger)
and Liouville (density) space. This analogy may allow us apply the technique developed in
Hilbert space to Liouville space.
Up to now only we are only consider coherent time evolution of a carrier wavefunction
for H0 with perturbation ∆TB defined in 2.55 representing interaction between neighboring
modules. Interaction is forbidden between states with different in-plane momentum in
this approximation[59]. Transport between states with different in-plane momentum are
treated independently as semi-classical scattering mechanism. A full quantum descriptions
like nonequilibrium green functions (NEGF) of the many interactions as phonon scattering,
carrier-carrier scattering et al. are computational intensive and time consuming[128, 129].
Thus it it more convenient to describe these scattering mechanism in semi-classical way
which is Fermi’s golden rule. In general injector barrier and collector barrier is much thicker
than other barrier thickness in THz QCL designs. Thus interactions across injector barrier
and collector barrier are much weaker and more sensitive to various dephasing process than
other interaction within one module. Only these two interaction is describe by 2.65.
The scattering affect the transport of the carriers and distribution of population with a
scattering time T1. In addition to this scattering time, the effect from all other mechanism
which can affect phase are include in one phenomenological ”pure dephasing ” time T2
without changing population. More specifically, this ”pure dephasing” time accounts for
effect of the environment in system on the electron as well as scattering events that are not
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explicitly included in the simulation model. Both ”pure dephasing” and scattering time
contribute to the dephasing time τdephase [20, 77]
1
τdephase
=
1
2T1
+
1
T2
(2.67)
The factor 2 for the contribution of relaxation scattering due to the fact T1 is probability
decay rate reduce with ρii ∝ |ρij |2, thus ρii ∝ e−t/T1 → ρij ∝ e−t/2T1 on the contrary T2
describes relaxation of coherence ρij which proportional to the amplitude of the oscillation
(ρij ∝ e−t/T2). In the equation of motion 2.65 scattering and pure dephasing add additional
terms to the expression for ρii and ρij . Incorporate these terms in the density matrix
formalism with another super-operator denote as F .[20]
∂ρij
∂t
=
∑
m,n
(Lij,mn + Fij,mn) ρmn (2.68)
Fij,mn = −1
2
(γi + γj) δimδjn − Γpureij γimγjn, i 6= j (2.69)
Fii,jj = γji(1− δij)− γiδij (2.70)
where γi and γj correspond to the total scattering rates out of i and j levels, γij is the net
scattering rate from level j to i and Γpureij is pure dephasing time = T
−1
2 for the coherence
ρij
2.5 Momentum-matrix element from k · p model
This chapter closely follows Helm’s chapter [57]. Optical transitions’ strength can be mea-
sured by momentum matrix elements. During optical transitions, in plane momentum
should be conserved. Thus, matrix element of momentum operator between the complete
wavefunctions Ψnk can be expressed as
~
m0
e · pnn′ = 〈Ψnk| ~
m0
e · p|Ψn′k〉 (2.71)
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Due to analogy of the expression e · p with k · p, the matrix elements can be expressed
through the Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian elements. Elements in Luttinger-Kohn Hamilto-
nian can take the form:
HLKνν′ = Eν0δνν′ +
∑
α,β
Dαβνν′kαkβ (2.72)
where Dαβ plays the role of an inverse effective-mass tensor. The value of Dαβ is related to
widely used Luttinger parameter γi. Luttinger parameter of III-V semiconductors can be
found in literature.[29] Express momentum matrix element in terms of Dαβ yields:
~
m0
〈uνk|e · p|uν′k〉 =
∑
i,j
(Dijνν′ +D
ji
νν′)eikj (2.73)
where i,j denote x, y or z directions. Assuming the semiconductor growth direction is along
z direction, separating terms containing kz which actually becomes −i ddz from the rest, it
can be shown that equation 2.71 can be written in the form
~
m0
e · pnn′ = e ·
∑
νν′
(Iνν′Q
nn′
νν′ + Jνν′R
nn′
νν′ ) (2.74)
where the indices ν and ν ′ go over all basis and n, n′ indicate the subbands. Qnn′νν′ and R
nn′
νν′
are related to envelop of each Bloch function. They can be expressed as:
Qnn
′
νν′ =
∫
dzF ∗ν (n, k||, z)Fν′(n
′, k||, z) (2.75)
and
Rnn
′
νν′ =
∫
dzF ∗ν (n, k||, z)(−i
d
dz
)Fν′(n
′, k||, z) (2.76)
In GaAs, spin-orbit interaction ∆ is about 0.3eV which is far away enough from heavy hole
and light hole subbands, thus, it is fair to calculate momentum matrix according to four
valence bands (heave hole and light hole, each band have double degeneracy due to spin).
Now momentum matrix element can be expressed in matrix form containing Luttinger
parameter γi
x polarization
HH(3/2) HH(-3/2) LH(1/2) LH(-1/2)
HH(3/2) ~kx(γ1 + γ2)Qnn
′
0 −√3~γ3Rnn
′ −√3~(γ2kx − iγ3ky)Qnn
′
HH(-3/2) 0 ~kx(γ1 + γ2)Qnn
′ −√3~(γ2kx + iγ3ky)Qnn
′ √
3~γ3Rnn
′
LH(1/2) −√3~γ3Rnn
′ −√3~(γ2kx − iγ3ky)Qnn
′
~kx(γ1 − γ2)Qnn
′
0
LH(-1/2)
√
3~(γ2kx − iγ3ky)Qnn
′ √
3~γ3Rnn
′
0 ~kx(γ1 − γ2)Qnn
′
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z polarization
HH(3/2) HH(-3/2) LH(1/2) LH(-1/2)
HH(3/2) ~(γ1 − 2γ2)Rnn
′
0 −√3~γ3(kx + iky)Qnn
′
0
HH(-3/2) 0 ~(γ1 − 2γ2)Rnn
′
0 −√3~γ3(kx− iky)Qnn
′
LH(1/2) −√3~γ3(kx− iky)Qnn
′
0 ~(γ1 + 2γ2)Rnn
′
0
LH(-1/2) 0
√
3~γ3(kx + iky)Qnn
′
0 ~(γ1 + 2γ2)Rnn
′
The terms containing Jνν′R
nn′
νν′ : R
nn′
νν′ is expressed in 2.76. It is nonzero only when two
envelops have different parity. All these terms do not depend on in-plane momentum
(kx or ky), thus, they are allowed at Γ point. These terms are similar to ”usual”
intersubband transitions, like in the conduction band. The terms containing Iνν′Q
nn′
νν′ :
overlap integral Qnn
′
νν′ is defined in 2.75. Thus, these terms are non zero when envelops
have identical parity. Furthermore they are proportional to in-plane momentum, and
thus, only allowed for nonzero k||
2.6 Design of a Hole-Based THz Intersubband Laser
Terahertz QCLs with resonant-phonon depopulation and resonant-tunneling injection
show superior performance when designed for emission, typically above ∼ 2.5 THz for
conduction band[74]. In this type of RTRP design, electron LO phonon scattering at
sub-picosecond timescales and resonant tunneling for both injection and depopulation
are the two dominant electron-transport mechanisms through the quantum cascade
structure. The highest operating temperature of ∼ 200K was recently realized for
a 3.2 THz QCL [41]. This experimental result is a good proof that RTRP design
strategy result in robust THz QCL with high optical gain for electrons.
In order to take full use of experience people gained during the process develop-
ing high performance electron based THz quantum cascade laser as well as reduce
complexity for modeling we choose resonant tunneling injection and resonant phonon
depopulation scheme. There are several import design considerations firstly although
bound to continuum design leads to lower threshold current density, resonant tunnel-
ing injection resonant phonon depopulation design showing supreme temperature per-
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formance among all designs [134]. Since in semiconductor superlattice , non-radiative
lifetime is much shorter than spontaneous lifetime even shorter than stimulated life-
time when above threshold, thus threshold current density no longer a good figure of
merits when comparing optical gain versus loss. On the contrary maximum opera-
tion temperature becomes better quantity when comparing gain for different active
region design. Hence RTRP design offers higher optical gain as well as more robust
temperature performance.
Due to more complex situation in valence band, first hole based intersubband
design desire a structure as simple as possible. The most simplest QCL design need
three subbands and two quantum wells to individually engineer separation among
these subbands [75]. There is another type of QCL design only have three sub-
bands involved in electron quantum transport namely ”ground state QCL” [24] Thus
attempts to design valence band intersubband laser similar to two well QCL and
ground state QCL are made. The simplicity of band diagram make it much more
convenient to model quantum transport and analysis experimental result.
Although hole intersubband transition between different type hole subbands offers
new physical perspective, tunneling between light hole and heave hole is forbidden
at Γ point. It is very difficult to determine in-plane momentum of holes at cryogenic
temperature in real device, thus both upper and lower radiative subbands are chosen
to be heave hole subband. There is another reason why light hole is not been chosen.
Valence band diagram showing that light hole subband is less confined due to smaller
”effective” mass. Hence, light hole is more easier to escape to continuum states. This
only contribute to parasitic current channel and reduce optical gain.
2.6.1 Valence-band two-well QCL design
We design a valence band two well QCL by resonant tunneling injection and intrawell
phonon depopulation [146]. While unlike conduction band two well QCL, there will
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be always exist a light hole subband between HH2 and HH1. The effect of light
hole subband is twofold. First, since energy spacing between LH1 and HH1 is much
smaller than LO phonon energy phonon depopulation from LH1 is less efficient than
that from HH2 this leads some holes will stuck in LH1 subband. Second, light hole
subbands are not confined in one module therefore scattering between subband in
different module should be considered.
LO
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HH3 LH1'
HH1'
GaAs/Al  Ga  As0.2 0.8
xN
Barrier height:101meV
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Figure 2.6: Valence band diagram of two well (four level) QCL design utilize
GaAs/Al0.2Ga0.8As. Holes are injected into upper level HH3 by resonant
tunneling, optical gain is due to radiative transition between HH3 and HH2
while depopulation from lower lasing level HH2 by direct hole-LO phonon
scattering to HH1 to complete transport process in cascade scheme. The
layer thickness start from injector in monolayer(ML) is 12/ 27 /5/ 11. At
design bias 32 kV/cm the spacing between HH2 and HH1 is 31.2 meV and
Ephoton = 16.9 meV (4.1 THz)
Figure 2.6 shows the designed bandstructure at HH1-HH3 resonant bias. The
radiative transition strength is proportional to square of momentum matrix ele-
ment [142]. Calculation of momentum matrix element is implemented by follow-
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ing the way in reference [141, 25, 122]. A value of momentum matrix element of
2.55 × 10−26 kg · J is chosen to keep the HH3 to HH2 transition diagonal while
make sure the coupling between lasing levels are strong enough. The following val-
ues are obtained for subbands lifetime only attributed to hole-LO phonon scattering:
τHH3−HH1 ∼ 0.8 ps,τHH2−HH1 ∼ 0.12 ps, τHH3−HH2 ∼ 4.5 ps and τLH1−HH1 ∼ 0.7 ps.
In terms of predict optical gain in hole based QCLs, DM is used to calculate hole dis-
tribution for each subbands. Label the four subbands which are involved in transport
as 1′, 2, 3, 4 for HH1, LH1,HH2,HH3 respectively. Expanding equation 2.68 to 2.70
we then obtain following equations:
d
dt

ρ1′1′ ρ1′4 ρ1′3 ρ1′2
ρ41′ ρ44 ρ43 ρ42
ρ31′ ρ34 ρ33 ρ32
ρ21′ ρ24 ρ23 ρ22

= − i
~


E1′ −~Ω1′4 −~Ω1′3 0
−~Ω1′4 E4 0 −~Ω42
−~Ω1′3 0 E3 −~Ω32
0 −~Ω42 −~Ω32 E2

, ρ¯(1′,4,3,2)

+

ρ22
τ21
+
ρ33
τ31
+
ρ44
τ41
−ρ1′4
τd14
−ρ1′3
τd13
−ρ1′2
τd12
−ρ41′
τd14
−ρ44
τ43
− ρ44
τ42
− ρ44
τ41
− ρ43
τd43
− ρ42
τd42
−ρ31′
τd13
− ρ34
τd43
−ρ33
τ31
− ρ33
τ32
+
ρ44
τ43
− ρ32
τd32
−ρ21′
τd12
− ρ24
τd42
− ρ23
τd32
−ρ22
τ21
+
ρ33
τ32
+
ρ44
τ42

(2.77)
Equation 2.77 only include intramodule scattering time as conduction band case.
However it is very obvious in figure 2.6 that LH1 wavefunction is extended across
two module. One consequence from extended wavefunction is light hole is very easy
escape to continuum, thus this is a carrier leakage channel. However this mechanism
is neglected in current model, this is due to the fact that cascade structure require
conservation of particles
∑4
i=1 ρi = 1. This escape break the conservation thus difficult
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include in current model. Second consequence of extended wavefunction is offer anther
transport channel than resonant tunneling between two modules. This effect can
included in the model by adding inter-module scattering terms to second line of
equation 2.77. These inter-module scattering can either change carrier distribution
or contribute to total current density. Denote LH1 in previous module as 2′, now the
matrix becomes

ρ22
τ2′1
+
ρ22
τ21
+
ρ33
τ31
+
ρ44
τ41
− ρ1′4
τd14
− ρ1′3
τd13
− ρ1′2
τd12
− ρ41′
τd14
− ρ44
τ43
− ρ44
τ42
− ρ44
τ41
+
ρ22
τ2′4
− ρ43
τd43
− ρ42
τd42
− ρ31′
τd13
− ρ34
τd43
− ρ33
τ31
− ρ33
τ32
+
ρ44
τ43
+
ρ22
τ2′3
− ρ32
τd32
− ρ21′
τd12
− ρ24
τd42
− ρ23
τd32
− ρ22
τ21
+
ρ33
τ32
+
ρ44
τ42
− ρ22
τ2′

(2.78)
Where
1
τ2′
=
1
τ2′4
+
1
τ2′3
+
1
τ2′2
+
1
τ2′1
. To obtain carrier distribution in steady state,
just set left hand side of 2.77 to be zero and solve this equation system. Current
density can be obtained after knowing population in each subband.
J = eN3D(
ρ44
τ41
+
ρ33
τ31
+
ρ22
τ21
+
ρ22
τ2′4
+
ρ22
τ2′3
+
ρ22
τ2′2
+
ρ22
τ2′1
) (2.79)
where e is elementary charge, ρii is normalized population, N3D is 3D doping density.
Simulate eigen-energy and wavefunction for two well valence band QCL design at
different bias and apply density matrix formalism, we can obtain a curve of how
current density and population inversion change with bias . Simulated peak current
density is about ∼ 1200A/cm2 which is higher comparing to conduction band two
well structure. The reason is due to generally hole-phonon scattering rate is faster
than electron-phonon scattering rate (this is especially true for heave hole due to
heavier mass). Scattering between LH1 and LH1 is fast, this leads to extra current
density even though this wont change hole distribution. Following [73] at design
bias 32 kV/cm, population difference between upper and lower lasing level is about
1015/cm3 correspond to peak optical gain of about 14.7 /cm.
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Figure 2.7: Current density and population inversion for design proposed in Figure 2.6
at different bias by assuming bulk doping density as 8× 1015/cm3 and device
size a 1 mm× 100 µm.
2.6.2 Valence-band ground-state QCL design
Electrical power consumed in device is proportional to square of current pass though
the device. If current density at design bias is too high, heat dissipation can become
a problem and thus degrade the performance of QCL. Intrawell phonon depopulation
is ultra fast ∼ 100 fs thus two well design have very high current density. For this
purpose a three well design using inter-well depopulation is introduced. [145] In order
to keep lifetime of lower lasing level short < 0.5ps a thin barrier have to used then
lifetime of upper laser level can preserved only by spatially separate upper and lower
lasing subbands. This trade-off is also implemented in similar design in conduction
band [24].
At design bias scattering rate is obtained following the method described in section
2.3, τHH3−HH1 ∼ 1.52 ps, τHH2−HH1 ∼ 0.21 ps, τHH3−HH2 ∼ 3.5 ps and τLH1′−LH1 ∼
0.7 ps. Even though an extra well is inserted, however in this design still there is only
four subbands involved in hole transport thus2.77,2.79 is still valid when analysis hole
distribution in this design. Again, current density and population inversion versus
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Figure 2.8: Valence band diagram of three well ground state (four level) QCL design
utilizeGaAs/Al0.2Ga0.8As. Unlike two well structures, inter-well phonon de-
population is utilized instead of intra-well phonon scattering. The layer thick-
ness start from injector in monolayer (ML) is 16/13/5/8/8/8. Design bias is
31.7 kV/cm and Ephoton = 17 meV (4.1 THz)
bias are simulated. Due to all transitions are more diagonal peak current density is
reduced to about ∼ 800A/cm2 . At design bias 31.7 kV/cm, population difference
between upper and lower lasing level is about 1.8×1015/cm3. The momentum matrix
element for radiative transition is 2.114 × 1016kg · J , yield to peak optical gain as
16.2/cm.
2.6.3 Experimental Results: Demonstration of Sequential Res-
onant Tunneling
Length of one module is less than half of electron based design using similar strategy.
A thicker active region gives lower waveguide loss [73] however voltage across device
which equals to electric field times total length of active region will beyond pulse
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Figure 2.9: Current density and population inversion for design proposed in Figure 2.8
at different bias by assuming bulk doping density as 8× 1015/cm3 and device
size a 1 mm× 100 µm.
supply capability. Thus two well design is repeated 320 time and ground state design is
repeated 305 times yield an active region about ∼ 5µm thick. Two wafers were grown
by MBE for each design (VB0721 and VB0722 for VB2W320 design and VB0723 and
VB0724 for VBGS305 design)
Metal-metal waveguide ridge lasers were processed by wet-etching using the method
outlined in ref [67, 66]. Ti/Cu are deposit on QCL active region and a GaAs recep-
tor by electron beam evaporation. After thermo-compression wafer bonding, GaAs
subtract for QCL active region is then removed by lapping and chemical etching
(NH4OH : H2O2 1:19). Doped contact layer is defined by photo lithograph (microp-
osit S1813) subsequent wet etching using H2SO4 : H2O2 : H2O equals 1 : 8 : 80. Grat-
ing structure is defined by using image reversal photo resist AZ5214. Ti/Cu/Au top
metal grating is then fabricated by lifting-off. QCL lase ridge is finally defined by
another lithograph followed by wet etching using (H2SO4 : H2O2 : H2O 1 : 8 : 80).
Pulsed IV of VB2W320 design are measured for both VB0721 and VB0722 wafer.
Sample size is about 100µm× 500µm. Sample is mounted on a copper mount, a tem-
perature sensor is also mounted on the same mount to monitor mount temperature in
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Figure 2.10: Pulsed IV and differential conductance for VB2W320 design measured at
47 K
real time. Pulsed width is 200 ns while repetition rate is 10 KHz in order to minimize
heat generated within sample. Voltage step during measurement is 1 V Illustrated in
figure 2.10, both sample showing similar IV characteristic. Measured current density
is more than doubled than what is predicted by density model. Possible reason are
listed below. First possibility is escape rate from light hole to continuum is very high,
this leakage current is not included in density matrix model. Real doping density
may higher than what is expected. Since current density is proportional to doping
density, this could be second possibility. Another uncertainly in quantum transport
is resonant tunneling between LH subband to HH subband. Experimental result and
theoretical analysis suggest that with enough large in plane momentum, this tunneling
could be very rapid. Since it is hard to determine in-plane momentum experimentally,
contribution from this tunneling channeling to total current density cannot evaluated
explicitly.
Although current density is higher than predicted value from out model, measured
IV clearly showing change of differential conductance/resistance suggesting quantum
transport of holes. Differential conductance is broken because this curve is plot after
a moving average. Voltage step is too rough, leads to broken line after using ”smooth”
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function in MATLAB. Though differential conductance curve is broken, some useful
information can still be obtained. Conductance curve is keep increasing without drop,
suggest that we have not bias up to design bias until pulse supply reach its own limit.
Sampled fabricated from two wafer for VBGS305 design are also tested in pulsed
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Figure 2.11: (a) Current-density and differential-conductance versus voltage of ridge-
cavity devices with metal-metal waveguide fabrication for MBE grown wafers
for design VBGS305. The plot in (a) is from wafer VA0723, which was un-
dergrown from the designed specification by 2.4 %. The plot in (b) is from a
second wafer VA0724, which was overgrown by 2.0 %. All data are obtained
from cavities of dimensions 5 µm× 100 µm× 500 µm in pulsed mode of op-
eration. No lasing was observed. However, a plateau is observed in the I-V
characteristics of voltage of about 23.5 V, with a corresponding peak in the
conductance plot, which is a signature of the sequential resonant-tunneling
in the GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice for the desired HH1’-HH3 tunneling tran-
sition. The reduction in the current-density at desired alignment in (b) with
respect to (a) is representative of reduction in efficiency of resonant-tunneling
due to thicker injector barrier.
mode. The structure was tested in pulsed-mode with 200 ns pulser-width and 10 kHz
repetition-rate. Ground state design showing much lower current density comparing
to VB2W320 design, verifying that inter-well phonon depopulation do increase hole-
phonon scattering time thus reduce current density. Figure2.11 illustrates current-
voltage (I-V) and conductance-voltage (G-V) characteristics of a 100 µm × 500 µm
ridge. While no lasing was observed, a plateau is observed in the I-V characteristics
of voltage of about 23.5 V, with corresponding peaks in the conductance plot, which
is a signature of the sequential resonant-tunneling in the GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice
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for the desired HH1’-HH3 tunneling transition. The reduction in the current-density
at desired alignment for the thicker-grown wafer is representative of reduction in ef-
ficiency of resonant-tunneling due to thicker injector barriers in that growth. The
VA0723 wafer device shows a sharp conductance peak while it is not observed for
VA0724 wafer. The reasons for this are not entirely well understood. However, such
sharp conductance peaks bode well for a specular resonant-tunneling transport in the
superlattice structure, which is likely to establish the desired population inversion
between HH3 and HH2 subbands. With proper design of low-loss optical cavities,
lasing could potentially be realized in such a quantum-cascade structure.
2.7 Conclusions and Summary
In conclusion, we have reported on design and experimental results from a hole-based
terahertz quantum-cascade laser structure. we have derived an expression for calculat-
ing hole-LO phonon scattering rate taking account for nonparabolicity and anisotropy
of valence subband. Density matrix approach is reviewed and used to predict hole
distribution. The effect of valence band mixing is clarified and anticrossing gap for
HH to HH tunneling decrease with increasing in-plane momentum while anticrossing
gap for LH to HH tunneling change in opposite way. Two hole based THz QCLs with
only four subbands involved in transport is designed and analyzed. VB2W320 design
is based on intersubband transitions between heavy-holes in two-well GaAs/AlGaAs
superlattices with resonant-tunneling injection and intrawell hole-phonon scattering-
assisted depopulation. VBGS305 design is based on intersubband transitions between
heavy-holes in three-well GaAs/AlGaAs superlattices with resonant-tunneling injec-
tion and interwell hole-phonon scattering-assisted depopulation. Experimental results
show signatures of sequential resonant-tunneling transport in such a superlattice for
the first time, which indicates effective hole quantum-transport and is promising to-
50
ward development of the first hole-based intersubband laser.
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Chapter 3
Electrical Tuning of THz QCLs at
High Temperatures
Many molecules have strong and distinct spectral “fingerprint” signatures at THz
frequencies owing to their low-energy vibrational and rotational modes that couple
strongly to electromagnetic radiation [100]. This makes THz frequencies important
for both scientific and commercial applications in sensing by imaging or spectro-
scopic analysis. One important application of THz QCLs is investigation of well
defined molecular lines in radio astronomy [120] by high-resolution heterodyne spec-
troscopy [46]. Fabrication of THz QCL device emitting at exact desired frequency is
impractical; limited by lithographic accuracy and variation of both material compo-
sition and layer thickness during semiconductor superlattice epitaxy. This concern
as well as many spectroscopy techniques require sweeping the frequency of the laser
across the molecular absorption line, making frequency tunability highly desirable for
THz QCLs.
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3.1 Tunability of THz QCLs and Existing Tech-
niques
To tun a THz quantum cascade laser either refractive index of ambient where electric
field extended to is modified or waveguide (lasing cavity) geometry is changed. Dif-
ferent mechanisms for tuning THz QCLs have been proposed and experimentally im-
plemented. Tuning by temperature variation [79], external-cavity [82], MEMS [108],
material-condensation [124], coupled-cavity [80], three-terminal schemes [104], and
cavity-pulling [125] have already demonstrated while each method is affiliated with
some drawbacks. MEMS tuning and external-cavity tuning require mechanically mov-
able components. These methods can achieve very large tuning range at the cost of
slow tuning speed and a relatively bulky and complex system. Temperature change
can tune up to ∼ 20 GHz but optical output power drops significantly during the
process and the tuning speed is inherently slow. 25 GHz mode-hop free tuning range
is achieved by gas condensation approach. Such technique modifies the refractive
index of medium surrounding QCL laser ridge which subsequently alters resonant
frequency. However additional gas flow control requires a more complicated system
moreover the nature of this method rules out fast tuning possibility. Mechanisms
which modifies resonant frequency by purely changing injection current are always
preferred due to their compactness, speed and simplicity [79, 36, 144] .
3.2 Cavity-pulling induced by detuned intersub-
band absorption
The active gain medium in a laser’s cavity contributes to both real (χ′) and imaginary
(χ′′) components of the electrical susceptibility χ = χ′+ iχ′′ of the medium. Intersub-
band gain or intersubband loss which are proportional to imaginary part of complex
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Figure 3.1: Schematic explanation of the different origin of susceptibility change induced
by stark shift and detuned absorption. (a) By increasing the bias on QCL,
frequency corresponding for peak gain is blue-shift. The blue-shift induce a
modification on the real part of intersubband susceptibility thus tuning cavity
mode. (b) Similar to that of Stark shift, detuned intersubband absorption
can also lead to modification of electric-susceptibility. The change of χ′ can
be engineered by choosing frequency separation between emission peak and
absorption peak.
susceptibility χ′′ is a function of bias applied upon gain medium. Real part χ′ and
imaginary part χ′′ of electrical susceptibility are associated with each other through
Kramers-Kronig relation [142]. Owing to that fact, refractive index (= n
√
1 + χ′)
of the medium turns out to have bias dependence, as a result the laser’s emission
frequency is tuned and this effect is terms as ”cavity-pulling” [142]. For QCLs, con-
tribution of gain medium to χ′ is negligible at the lasing frequency due to symmetric
atomic-like Lorentzian lineshape of gain spectrum χ′′(ω) for the intersubband transi-
tions, where χ′ ≈ 0. However when radiative subbands also interact coherently with
other subbands via resonant-tunneling as well as non-radiative transitions, exact spec-
trum of χ′′(ω) is no longer Lorentzian[77]. Cavity-pulling effect based tuning comes
be a very attractive method since it relies purely on an electrical drive mechanism
with no moving parts and essentially instantaneous
Cavity-pulling effect is much stronger in THz QCLs than that in mid-infrared
QCLs because of the use of metallic-cavities with almost unity optical confinement-
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factor and larger values of refractive-index change accompanying the intersubband
gain. These facts indicate that sole THz QCL active region could cause sufficient re-
fractive index change enable cavity-pulling effect based tuning promising. In order to
achieve large tuning range by cavity-pulling effect, QCL’s injection current is varied
by at least 50 % [125, 36, 144, 56]. Such variation of injection current requires a
large dynamic range; thus, to our best knowledge, all tunable THz QCLs based on
cavity-pulling effect operate at very low temperature (≤ 10 K). Similar to the change
in susceptibility induced by the Stark-shift of the laser’s intersubband emission, a
detuned intersubband absorption between subbands can also result in modification of
electric susceptibility. In this case, the amount of tuning is controlled by the strength
of intersubband absorption. Opposite to intersubband gain, which require active re-
gion to be biased above lasing threshold, utilizing intersubband absorption induced
electrical susceptibility change urge THz QCL active region to be biased below thresh-
old. This naturally result in eliminating the demand for large dynamic range. Thus
the tuning device could work at significantly higher temperature. Maximum oper-
ating temperature of QCLs would be the theoretical limit for the operation of such
tunable device.
Detuned absorption can be achieved with identical active region for lasing. When
change the bias of active region, subband alignment as well as carrier distribution
will change accordingly. By carefully checking band diagram at different bias, we
can choose bias when absorption close to lasing frequency happened. This detuned
absorption can modify susceptibility hence shift resonant frequency. To enable lasing
and absorption happened at same time, a optical coupled while electrical isolate cav-
ity need to demonstrated. Showing in latter sections, such kind of cavity could be two
very closely mounted THz QCL ridges with metal-metal waveguide or two laterally
adjacent specially designed distributed feedback THz QCL facilitating optical cou-
pling. Procedure to numerical predict intersubband susceptibility is following: firstly
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eigen-energy and wavefunction for each subband are found by solving Schrodinger
equation, secondly electron-LO phonon scattering as well as interface roughness scat-
tering are calculated based on information obtained in step one, thirdly density matrix
formalism describe in section 2.4 are used to simulation carrier distribution among
different subbands. Finally intersubband susceptibility is calculated from subbands
separation, carrier distribution as well as dipole matrix element between two subbands
by assuming Lorentzian line-shape.
3.3 Electrical tuning of a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity 2.1 THz
QCL at 78 K
A comprehensive check was performed of a variety of existing THz QCL designs
in our lab by evaluation of their bandstructures at different bias. Afterwards, a
scattering-assistant injection design for 2.1 THz named as SARP172 was chosen for
demonstration of detuned intersubband absorption induced tuning concept. Details
of this QCL design are described elsewhere [67]. There are mainly three reason
why SARP172 design is preferred. Firstly and most important reason is theoretical
analysis indicating that SARP172 design allow absorption about 1 THz away from
peak emission frequency. Analysis procedure will describe explicitly later. Second
reason is SARP172 design aim for lasing at low frequency ∼ 2 THz, the lower lasing
frequency the easier lasing mode leak laterally for a specific QCL ridge width. Third
reason is this design have relatively high current density at bias which absorption
suppose to happen. The fact suggest that there are enough electrons distribute among
excited subband thus potentially contribute to absorption.
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3.3.1 Detuned absorption in a scattering-assited THz QCL
design
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Figure 3.2: (a) Conduction-band diagram at bias corresponding to peak gain
for a THz QCL structure named SARP172 that achieves gain from
2 − 2.5 THz [67]. Starting from the injector barrier on the left,
layer thickness for the GaAs/Al0.15Ga0.85As superlattice in nm are
4.2/7.9/2.5/11.0/3.1/8.5/4.2/16.7. The average doping in the active region
is 5.4× 1015 cm−3. (b) Conduction-band diagram at lower bias for the same
QCL structure. At such bias, upper radiative subband 4 is aligned to phonon
subband 2 in depopulation well. Fast LO-phonon scattering depopulates the
doublet resulting in intersubband absorption from 3 → (2, 4), at a frequency
that is detuned from QCL’s emission frequency.
The scattering assistant (SA) injection scheme requires a large operating electric-
field across the QCL superlattice in contrast with the RT scheme for design of THz
QCLs. It it difficult to implement the SA scheme with Al0.15Ga0.85As barriers (barrier-
height∼ 135meV) when the QCL is designed for emission at higher frequencies. Con-
sequently, initial demonstration for THz QCLs with SA scheme utilized superlattices
with taller barriers. However, designs with high barriers have to choose thinner bar-
riers to maintain optimum carrier transport, the increase in barrier height result in
enhanced interface-roughness scattering that may worsen the QCLs performance [68].
Hence, for this implementation, Al0.15Ga0.85As barriers is chosen.
Figure 3.2 shows the conduction-band diagram of the design named SARP172 (wafer
VA0344) at two relevant bias conditions in which intersubband gain and loss are real-
ized respectively. The structure was grown in the GaAs/ Al0.15Ga0.85As material sys-
tem with 172 cascaded periods yielding an overall active region thickness of ∼ 10 µm.
Structure SARP172 is a modification of the first reported THz QCL with SA scheme
in [76]. It utilizes similar design scheme of four-wells per period, in which predomi-
nantly five subbands take part in carrier transport. The carriers are injected from an
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Figure 3.3: (a) Tight binding wavefunction of five level scattering assistant terahertz QCL
SARP172 at its design bias. One QCL module is split into two sub-modules
across injector barrier and collector barrier. First sub-module starts from col-
lector barrier (CB) consisting quantum well 1, 2 and 3 and ends with injector
barrier (IB). The other sub-module includes injector barrier, quantum well 4
and collector barrier. (b) Tight binding wavefunction of SARP172 at low bias.
One QCL module is splitted into two sub-modules across injector barrier and
collector barrier in the same way as in figure 3.3(a).
anticrossed doublet of 1′, 5( anticrossing at resonance E1′5 = 3.1 meV) into the up-
per radiative subband 4 by electron-LO-phonon scattering (E54 =∼ 28.5 meV). The
radiative transition is from subband 4 to 3 (E43 =∼ 9.5 meV at the designed bias),
and the lower radiative subband 3 is depopulated by the resonant-phonon scattering.
Figure 3.2(b) illustrates the conduction-band diagram for low-bias at which the upper
laser subband is in alignment with excited subband in the wide phonon-depopulation
well. Wavefunction overlap between subband 3 and subband 1 is smaller than wave-
function overlap between subband 4, 2 and subband 1, moreover E31 is detuned from
LO phonon energy while E41 and E21 are in resonance with LO phonon energy. Both
factors indicate LO phonon scattering rate between subband 4, 2 to subband 1 are
faster than that between subband 3 to subband 1. At this resonance, there is inter-
subband absorption in the active region due to 3→ (2, 4) at a frequency of ∼ 1.7 THz,
since electrons primarily get localized in subband 3.
Density matrix model in ref [77] is expanded to describe quantum transport behavior
of SARP172 design in which five subbands are involved. In a first order approxima-
tion, we assume RT to be independent of the electron momentum in the plane of the
quantum wells (QWs). The subband lifetimes are assumed to be thermal averaged
over the electron distribution within a subband and are to be calculated from Fermi’s
golden rule. Formula to calculate electron-LO phonon scattering, interface roughness
scattering can be found in [133] and [126] respectively. At design bias, electrons are
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transport from level 1’ to level 5 by RT and scattered into both upper and lower
lasing levels, electrons locate in level 3 resonant tunnel to level 2 and depopulate
back to ground state 1’ by fast LO phonon scattering. The time-evolution of DM for
SARP172 at design bias is then written as:
d
dt

ρ1′1′ ρ1′5 ρ1′4 ρ1′3 ρ1′2
ρ51′ ρ55 ρ54 ρ53 ρ52
ρ41′ ρ45 ρ44 ρ43 ρ42
ρ31′ ρ35 ρ34 ρ33 ρ32
ρ21′ ρ25 ρ24 ρ23 ρ22

= − i
~


E1′ −~Ω1′5 0 0 0
−~Ω1′5 E5 0 0 0
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(3.1)
Tight binding wavefunction for SARP172 design at 51 meV/module is shown in fig-
ure 3.3 (b). Electrons are transport from subband 1’ to subband 5 by tunneling
between detuned subbands and scattered into both subbands 4 and 3, electrons lo-
cate in subband 4 resonant tunnel to subband 2 and scattered back to ground state
1’ efficiently through LO phonon scattering. Time-evolution of DM for tight-binding
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biases at such bias then expressed as:
d
dt
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(3.2)
In order to obtain carrier distribution between different subbands steady state so-
lution of equation 3.1 and equation 3.2 are calculated by set left hand side of the
equations equals to 0. Diagonal terms of matrix ρ¯ represent populations in each sub-
band. Optical gain/loss profile is phenomenologically approximated to be Lorentzian
shape, gain/loss coefficient due to intersubband transition between subband i and
subband f, where Ei > Ef are considered as [73]:
gmat(ω) =
pie2ω
0nrc
|zif |2∆N3D
∆E
2pi
(Ef − Ei + ~ω)2 +
(
∆E
2
)2 (3.3)
Where zif is dipole matrix element between initial and final subbands determined
by their wavefunction overlap and ∆N3D is population difference between final and
initial subbands obtained from steady-state solution of DM equation. The optical
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gain/loss coefficient gmat is related to χ
′′(ω) by:
gmat(ω)|χ′χ′′n2r =
χ′′(ω)
nr
ω
c
(3.4)
combining equation equation 3.3 and equation 3.4 χ′′(ω) can be expressed as:
χ′′(ω) =
pie2|zif |2∆N3D
0
∆E
2pi
(Ef − Ei + ~ω)2 +
(
∆E
2
)2 (3.5)
Real part and imaginary part of electrical susceptibility is related with each other by
Kramers-Kronig relation. P.V. is the Cauchy principal value [142].
χ′(ω) =
1
pi
P.V.
∫ ∞
−∞
χ′′(ω′)
ω′ − ωdω
′ =
1
pi
(∫ ∞
ω+
χ′′(ω′)
ω′ − ωdω
′ +
∫ ω−
−∞
χ′′(ω′)
ω′ − ωdω
′
)
(3.6)
Density matrix corresponding to figure 3.1 (a) and (b) are run and intersubband
electrical susceptibility induced by 4→ 3 transition in (a) and 3→ 4, 2 transition in
(b) are calculated.
Figure 3.4(c) reveals intersubband gain profile correspond to Fig 3.1(a) and in-
tersubband loss profile associated with Fig 3.1(b) by assuming Lorentzian shape
linewidth with FWHM of 2 meV. The absorption frequency is detuned ∼ 0.8 THz
away from lasing frequency, thus the χ′ induced by detuned absorption is negative
when χ′ induced by lasing transition in lasing cavity is zero. As suggested in lower
subplot in Figure 3.4(c), the absorption can lead to large change in real-part of sus-
ceptibility (refractive-index) at the QCL’s emission frequency in lasing cavity.
3.3.2 Experimental setup and measurement results
As shown schematically in figure 3.5, we investigate tunable THz laser consists of
two optical coupled while electrical isolated ridges with identical active region design.
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Figure 3.4: Calculated complex electrical susceptibility corresponding to bias conditions
illustrated in Figure 3.1 (a) and (b). A Lorentzian shape linewidth is assumed
for intersubband transition with full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of 2 meV.
Metal-metal waveguide ridge lasers were processed by wet-etching using the method
outlined in ref [67] with a Ti/Au layer sequence for the top metal and Ti/Cu for the
bottom metal of the finally processed ridge waveguides. Such kind of THz QCL lase
up to 141 K [66]. The fabricated devices were cleaved twice. First cleaving forms
front and back facets (with back facets left uncoated). Following cleaving is along the
middle of wet etching defined ridge, after cleaving one ridge along with bottom GaAs
substrate separate into two parts. Silicon dioxide is deposit on cleaved lateral section
by PECVD. After that cleaved QCL ridges are indium-soldered laterally adjacent
to each other on a copper chip, wire bonded, and mounted on the cold plate of a
dewar for measurements. The QCL laser ridge which is biased above its threshold is
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Figure 3.5: (a) Schematic of mounted tunable THz QCL device, two QCL ridges with
identical active region are mounted laterally adjacent to each other on cop-
per chip. Each QCL laser ridge is wire bond to different leadless chip carrier
(LCC) thus they can be biased independently.
(b) Zoom in at mounted THz QCL ridges. Two Fabry-Pe´rot cavities laser
ridges are fabricated with metal-metal waveguide. The one bias above thresh-
old is referred as lasing cavity while the other one which bias below threshold
correspond to control cavity with narrow air gap in between.
(c) Optical image of mounted device, device dimensions of QCL ridge 1 is
775 µm × 60 µm , while QCL ridge 2 dimensions are 685 µm × 60 µm. The
width of air gap between two ridges is about few microns. Two gold bonding
wires and pads for bias purpose are also visible in the image.
referred as ”lasing cavity” while the other ridge which is biased below threshold is
labeled as ”control cavity” since it contributes to intersubband absorption inducing
electrical susceptibility change. It should to be pointed out that considering the fact
that two ridges are fabricated from identical active region, actual role of each laser
ridge essentially relies on its bias condition. The function of each laser ridge can be
simply exchanged by swapping their bias condition.
Optical power was detected from a single facet when collected with a Winston
cone (with a circular opening of 1.7 mm diameter) and the pyroelectric detector
(Gentec) was placed face to the dewar window. The device was operated in pulsed
mode with 200 ns pulses repeated at 100 kHz. A 1 kHz gate signal from arbitrary
function generator (Agilent 33500B) act as external trigger for both pulser and lock-in
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amplifier (SR810) connected to pyroelectric detector. Device spectra were measured
at a resolution of 1.8 GHz in linear scan mode with a Bruker Vertex 70 V infrared
spectrometer that was pumped to about 3 hPa limiting any atmospheric water ab-
sorption. Absolute power measurements were carried out separately with a calibrated
thermopile power meter (ScienTech, model AC2500) placed face to the dewar window,
at a duty cycle of 3 % (300 ns pulses repeated at 100 kHz). The power detected by
the power meter is reported without any corrections.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Illustrated device characteristics of QCL ridge 1 as shown in inset of Fig-
ure 3.6(a) when it is solely biased. At liquid nitrogen temperature threshold
current density is 840 A/cm2 and peak current density is 1180 A/cm2. The
peak optical power emitted from QCL ridge 1 is 3 mW. Inserted spectrum
correspond to a device bias of 18.6 V. At such bias condition QCL ridge 1 is
lasing at single mode of 2.390 THz. (b) Illustrated device characteristics of
QCL ridge 2 as shown in insert of Figure 3.6(b) when it is solely biased. At
liquid nitrogen temperature threshold current density is 850 A/cm2 and peak
current density is 1230 A/cm2. The peak optical power emitted from QCL
ridge 1 is 3.3 mW. Lasing at 2.173 THz is observed at device bias of 18.5 V
The measurements are performed in pulse mode in order to prevent large change
of device temperature and the failure of bonding wire, at a heat sink temperature of
77 K. Single mode operation is enabled by choosing device bias. The light emitted
from QCL ridge is collected via a Winston cone and detected by a pyroelectric detector
then peak output power is calibrated through an absolute power meter. The spectra
are characterized by a commercial Fourier-transform-infrared spectrometer (FTIR)
equipped with a DTGS pyroelectric detector and a Silicon beamsplitter. The mea-
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sured spectrum resolution is limited by 0.0618 cm−1 (1.856GHz). Two Fabry-Pe´rot
cavities are mounted laterally adjacent to each other with a narrow gap (< 5 µm) to
form optically coupled-cavities, facilitated by the large lateral mode extent at THz
frequencies. The two ridges are electrically isolated and can be biased independently.
As shown in Fig 3.6, the width of both two ridges are 60 µm, and the lengths are
685 mm and 775 mm respectively. The 685 µm long ridge is referred as “ridge 1” while
the 775 µm long ridge is referred as the “ridge 2”. Before measuring lasing peak shift
due to cavity-pulling induced by detuned intersubband absorption, both QCL ridges
are separately applied bias to characterize their performance respectively. LIV curves
and spectra of individual laser ridges measured at 78 K are shown in fig 3.6. Inset
spectra indicate that both QCL ridges can lase at single mode by specifying proper
bias. QCL ridge 1 is lasing at 2.39 THz under a device voltage of 18.6 V and emitting
3 mW peak optical power when current density is 1180 A/cm2. Resonant frequency
of QCL ridge 2 is 2.173 THz when applying 18.5 V bias. THz power radiating out
from facet is 3.3 mW at a current density of 1230 A/cm2.
Figure 3.7 depicts schematic of spectrum measurement set-up. Tunable THz QCL
device is mounted inside dewar filled with liquid nitrogen (LN) while the dewar itself
is fixed to FTIR (customized Bruker Vertex) through vacuum adapter. Through
out measurement both FTIR and dewar are continuously pumped. A temperature
sensor (Lakeshore) is mounted neighboring to the device to monitor temperature in
real time. During tuning experiment a pulse generator (AVTECH) generate a pulse
chain of 100 kHz repetition rate and 200 ns pulse width supplies constant voltage
upon lasing cavity. Simultaneously, a home made pulser generate another pulse chain
whose repetition rate is also 100 kHz however its pulse width is doubled to 400 ns. By
properly adjusting relative phase between these two pulse chains, each 200 ns wide
pulse will embedded inside the 400 ns wide pulse. Bias conditions are visualized and
monitored by oscilloscope (Agilent) throughout all measurements.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of spectrum measurement set-up. The tunable THz QCL device is
mounted inside vacuum chamber on top of cold plate of LN dewar. A temper-
ature sensor (Lakeshore) is mounted neighboring to the device to monitoring
device temperature in real time. A commercial pulser (AVTECH) is used to
bias lasing cavity at a pulse repetition rate of 100 kHz and pulse width of
200 ns. Meanwhile a home-made pulser generating a pulse chain at 100 kHz
with 400 ns pulse width is used to apply voltage upon control cavity.
During tuning experiments initially 685 µm long ridge act as lasing cavity while
the adjacent 775 µm laser ridge perform as control cavity. The bias of of the lasing
cavity is kept at 18.6 V where it lases at single mode as shown in Figure 3.6(a)
inset. The control-cavity is biased below lasing threshold throughout all experiments,
thus it only contributes to intersubband absorption. If control cavity bias is around
14 V, conduction-band diagram will correspond to the case shown in Fig 3.2(b).
Emission mode hop from 2.39 THz to 2.208 THz when electric field inside control
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Figure 3.8: (a) Spectrum taken when QCL ridge 1 act as lasing cavity while QCL ridge
2 perform as control cavity. Resonant frequency shift from 2.208 THz to
2.203 THz during control cavity bias increase from 13.5 V to 15.2 V while
lasing cavity bias maintained as 18.6 V. (b) Two QCL ridges switch their
functions. Voltage across 775 µm long ridge is kept to 18.5 V corresponding
to lasing cavity. Control cavity bias rise from 13.5 V to 14.94 V leads to 4 GHz
continuous tuning.
cavity rise up to about 51mV/module, however single mode lasing behavior still
maintained. This phenomenon distinctly demonstrates that two individual Fabry-
Pe´rot metallic cavity optically coupled to each other forming a ”super cavity”. When
the bias of control-cavity is increased from 13.5 V to 15.2 V, emission from the lasing-
cavity is continuously tuned by 5 GHz as shown in figure 3.8(a). Secondly, the bias
of two QCL ridges are swapped. 775 µm long ridge is biased to 18.6 V enabling
emitting in single mode. When the bias of 685 µm long cavity is increased from
13.5 V to 14.94 V, emission from the lasing cavity is continuously tuned by 4 GHz as
shown in figure 3.8(b) due to detuned intersubband absorption illustrated in figure 3.4.
Temperature variation caused by device current increasing in control cavity is within
1 K, eliminating influence from temperature on refractive index.
There is a significant difference when comparing tuning induced by gain profile
Stark shift to tuning caused by detuned absorption. In high performance devices with
very large ratios between the upper and lower state lifetimes, the voltage essentially
clamps to a constant value at threshold [125], limiting tuning range originating from
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gain profile Stark shift. Thus current injected into active region is changing more than
50% in either single section or two section device to introduce sufficient Stark shift of
the laser transition. On contrary, utilizing detuned intersubband absorption prohibits
population inversion establish in the cavity. Alignment between different subbands
involved in quantum transport of carriers are very sensitive to external bias so does
carrier distribution among them. This explains the tuning phenomenon observed in
this experiment only happened within a narrow bias range on control cavity.
3.4 Tuning Demonstration for single-mode THz
QCLs (TUNDET202 Design)
Although using SARP172 active region, continuous electrical tuning of 5 GHz at liq-
uid nitrogen temperature are first time demonstrated, there are two aspect further
work can be done. Firstly at absorption type alignment, two subbands in injector
are not in resonance with each other result in less efficient electron injection to de-
sired subband. Secondly, Fabry-Pe´rot metal-metal waveguides do not select lasing
mode thus single mode operation can only achieved by carefully choosing bias. More
over far field beam pattern of metal-metal waveguide are highly diverge while ap-
plications like chemical sensing or spectroscopy request narrow emission pattern in
far field. To improve this two aspects a new active region named as TUNDET202
with three well resonant tunneling injection resonant tunneling depopulation design
enabling detuned intersubband absorption is introduced. A unique antenna-coupled
distributed-feedback (DFB) metallic cavity that facilitates lateral optical coupling is
utilized to achieve robust single mode operation as well as engineer far field radiation
beam.
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3.4.1 Detuned intersubband absorption in TUNDET202 de-
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Figure 3.9: Band diagram of TUNDET202 design for emission and absorption align-
ment respectively. (a) Conduction band diagram at bias corresponding to
peak gain (47mV/module) for a THz QCL structure named TUNDET202
that achieves gain from 3.2 − 3.7 THz. Starting from the injector barrier
on the left, layer thicknesses for the GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As superlattice in nm
are 5.4/8.5/2.3/9.3/6.8/17.5. The average doping in the active region is
6 × 1015 cm−3. (b) Conduction band diagram at lower bias (18mV/module)
for the same QCL structure. At this bias, upper laser subband 4 is aligned to
phonon subband 2 in depopulation well. Fast LO-phonon scattering depopu-
lates the doublet resulting in intersubband absorption from 3 → (2, 4), at a
frequency that is detuned from QCL’s emission frequency.
Close to emission bias of 47 mV/module as shown in Figure 3.9(a), the TUN-
DET202 design realizes intersubband gain due to the 4→ 3 transition at frequencies
in the vicinity of ∼ 3.3 THz. As illustrated in Figure 3.9(b), for the same design
at a lower bias of 18 mV/module, when electrons are injected into the lower laser
subband 3 by resonant-tunneling, the upper laser subband 4 is in alignment with the
excited subband 2 in wide phonon well. Electrons have a long life time in lower laser
subband since its wavefunction is spatially separated from ground subband’s wave-
function. Hence electrons are accumulated in 3, while they are depopulated from
subbands 4 and 2 owing to LO-phonon mediated relaxation.
The bandstructure is specifically designed to achieve intersubband absorption due
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Figure 3.10: (a) Tight binding wavefunction of four level resonant tunneling injection res-
onant phonon depopulation design TUNDET202 at 48mV/module for emis-
sion alignment. One QCL module is splitted into two sub-modules across
injector barrier and collector barrier. First sub-module starts from injector
barrier (IB) consisting quantum well 1 and 2 and ends with collector bar-
rier (CB). The other sub-module includes collector barrier, quantum well
3 and injector barrier of next module. (b) Tight binding wavefunction of
TUNDET202 at 18mV/module for absorption alignment.
to 3 → (2, 4) at a frequency of ∼ 2.8 THz, which is detuned by > 0.5 THz from the
QCL’s emission frequency. Also, the radiative oscillator strength for the absorption
transition is kept large (∼ 0.65), which necessitates choice of tighter tunneling injec-
tion anticrossings in the design as compared to conventional THz QCLs. An inter-
subband transition modifies the real-part of electric-susceptibility (refractive-index),
but only at frequencies detuned from the frequency of the transition. Hence, the loss
transition at 2.8 THz introduces changes in the refractive-index of the active medium
within its gain bandwidth around 3.3 THz. At the same time, since the absorption
transition is detuned, its effect on introducing intersubband loss (imaginary part of
electric-susceptibility) at the QCL’s emission frequency is negligible.
Density matrix formalism are also used to understand electron distribution among
subbands in TUNDET202 design at different bias. TUNDET202 design are broken
into two sub-module by injector barrier and collector barrier. Electron transport
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across these two barrier are considered only through resonant tunneling as illustrated
in figure 3.10
At design bias,illustrated in Figure 3.10(a), electrons are transport from level 1’
to level 4 by RT and transport into lower lasing levels, electrons locate in level 3
resonant tunnel to level 2 and depopulate back to ground state 1’ by fast LO phonon
scattering. The time-evolution of DM for TUNDET202 at design bias is then written
as:
d
dt
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(3.7)
Tight binding wavefunction for TUNDET design at 18 meV/module is shown in
figure 3.10 (b). Electrons are transport from subband 1’ to subband 3 by resonant
tunneling and scattered into both subbands 1 and 4 through LO phonon emission
and absorption process respectively. electrons locate in subband 4 resonant tunnel
to subband 2 and scattered back to ground state 1’ efficiently through LO phonon
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scattering. Time-evolution of DM for tight-binding biases at such bias then expressed
as:
d
dt

ρ1′1′ ρ1′4 ρ1′3 ρ1′2
ρ41′ ρ44 ρ43 ρ42
ρ31′ ρ34 ρ33 ρ32
ρ21′ ρ24 ρ23 ρ22

= − i
~


E1′ −~Ω1′4 −~Ω1′3 0
−~Ω1′4 E4 0 −~Ω42
−~Ω1′3 0 E3 −~Ω32
0 −~Ω42 −~Ω32 E2

, ρ¯(1′,4,3,2)

+

ρ22
τ21
+
ρ44
τ41
−ρ1′4
τd14
−ρ1′3
τd13
−ρ1′2
τd12
−ρ41′
τd14
−ρ44
τ43
− ρ44
τ41
+
ρ33
τ34abs
− ρ43
τd43
− ρ42
τd42
−ρ31′
τd13
− ρ34
τd43
− ρ33
τ34abs
+
ρ44
τ43
− ρ32
τd32
−ρ21′
τd12
− ρ24
τd42
− ρ23
τd32
−ρ22
τ21

(3.8)
In order to obtain carrier distribution in steady state solution of equation 3.7 and
equation 3.8 are calculated by set left hand side of the equations equals to 0. Diagonal
terms of matrix ρ¯ represent populations in each subband when assuming total popu-
lation are normalized. Equation 3.3 to 3.6 are used again for obtaining intersubband
susceptibility. Figure 3.11 reveals intersubband gain and loss profile corresponding
to the transition indicated by dashed arrow in Figure 3.9(a) and Fig 3.9(b). The
absorption frequency is detuned ∼ 0.5 THz away from lasing frequency, thus the χ′
induced by absorption is negative when χ′ induced by lasing transition is zero. As
suggested in Figure 3.11(b), the intersubband absorption can lead to large change in
real-part of susceptibility (refractive-index) at the QCL’s emission frequency.
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Figure 3.11: Both real and imaginary part of intersubband susceptibility induced by tran-
sition between radiative subbands for emission and absorption cases are il-
lustrated. Detuned intersubband absorption have nonzero real part suscep-
tibility hence modify refractive index at emission frequency. Electron distri-
bution among subbands is calculated following [21]. Gain and loss profiles
are assumed to be Lorentz shape with FWHM as 4 meV.
3.4.2 Experimental results: electrical tuning with coupled
DFB microcavities
As shown schematically in figure 3.12(a), A specific coupled microcavity architecture
based on metallic waveguides is developed to achieve tuning by utilizing the unique
quantum-transport properties of the active region mentioned above. Two symmetric
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Figure 3.12: (a) A schematic illustrate coupled metallic cavity. Two symmetric
distributed-feedback (DFB) QCLs is fabricated laterally close to each other.
A narrow gap enable the coupled cavity electrically isolate to each other
while optically coupled at THz regime. One QCL is bias above threshold
and refer as lasing cavity, the other QCL is bias around absorption regime
thus real part of electrical susceptibility in lasing cavity could be modified
by changing control cavity bias. (b) SEM image of real device. (c) The
optimal parameters of the coupled cavity were found by performing finite
element two dimensional simulations using a commercial software (Comsol
Multiphysics). Eigen-mode analysis indicating that two 75 µm ridges sepa-
rating by 5 µmm gap on bottom with double metal waveguide can coupled
by each other at 3.5 THz.
distributed-feedback (DFB) QCLs are designed on mask, and fabricated laterally
adjacent to each other with a narrow gap (∼ 5 µm at bottom) to form optically
coupled-cavities, facilitated by the large lateral mode extent at THz frequencies. The
DFB is based on antenna-feedback method that is described in Ref. [138]. Lateral
loss boundary formed by a 50 nm thick heavily doped contact layer are only kept in
outer edge to kill higher order lateral mode as well as enhance coupling strength. The
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two DFB QCLs are electrically isolated and can be biased individually. As shown in
Fig3.12(b), the width of each ridge is 75 µm and the length is 1.35 mm. One DFB
cavity is biased to operated as a laser in the emission regime and is referred as “lasing
cavity” while the other DFB cavity is biased in its absorption regime and is referred
as the “control cavity”. The measurements are performed in pulse mode in order
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Figure 3.13: (a) Temperature depended LIV for lasing cavity when it is biased alone.
Device is mounted inside a vacuum chamber and cooled by a electrically op-
erated Stirling cryocooler. At 48 K threshold current density is 770 A/cm2
and peak current density is 1140 A/cm2. The peak optical power emitted
from lasing cavity is 7 mW. The maximum operating temperature for the
device is 82 K. Inserted beam pattern is measured at 48 K by pyroelectric
detector placed 40 mm away from the device and scanned in both horizontal
and vertical direction mechanically. Lasing cavity is biased at 950 A/cm2
corresponding to lase at 3.568 THz in single mode. Insert of (a) Spectra
taken at 48 K of lasing cavity at different current density. Laser is biased in
pulse mode with pulse repetition rate of 100 KHz and pulse width of 200 ns.
(b) Far field beam pattern measured at 49 K when device is bias at
950 A/cm2. Pyroelectric detector [1] are placed ∼ 40 mm away from THz
QCL facet and mechanically scanned by a step of 1 mm. A FWHM of
6 × 12.8 degree indicating lasing mode in lasing cavity is extended in both
vertical and horizontal direction.
to prevent large change of device temperature and the failure of bonding wire. I-V,
L-I, emission spectrum and far field beam pattern of lasing cavity are measured at
48 K when operating inside a Stirling cryocooler. The light emitted from the QCL is
detected by a pyroelectric detector then peak output power is calibrated through an
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absolute power meter. Illustrated in Fig 3.13(a) at 48 K threshold current density is
770 A/cm2 while peak current density is 1140 A/cm2. When bias at lasing cavity’s
peak current density a optical output power of 7 mW is obtained. As depicted in
insert of Figure 3.13(a) spectra of lasing cavity are plotted from threshold all the way
beyond the peak. From threshold to about 950 A/cm2, the QCL lasing at single mode
at 3.568 THz. If further increase bias lasing cavity emit at three frequency 3.568 THz,
3.616 THz and 3.664 THz. When bias around peak and beyond, 3.664 THz peak
become dominant mode for lasing cavity. This phenomenon can be attributed to lack
of doped contact layer on inner side of lasing cavity. The spectra are characterized
by a commercial Fourier-transform-infrared spectrometer (FTIR) equipped with a
DTGS pyroelectric detector and a Silicon beamsplitter. The measured spectrum
resolution is limited by 0.0618 cm−1 (1.856GHz). Far-field beam patterns from lasing
cavity at 950 A/cm2 measured using a pyroelectric detector located ∼ 40 mm away
from the QCL and mechanically scanned over ±30◦ in both horizontal and vertical
directions. Observed beam has a full width half maximum of 6× 12.8 degrees. This
two dimensional narrow radiation pattern implies that such mode extend significantly
in both vertical and horizontal direction.
A pair of symmetric DFB QCLs are fabricated laterally adjacent to each other with a
narrow gap (∼ 5 µm on bottom) to form optically coupled-cavities, facilitated by the
large lateral mode extent at THz frequencies. The two ridges are electrically isolated
and can be biased independently. Tunable THz QCL device is mounted inside a
vacuum chamber and cooled down to 48 K by a Stirling cryocooler (Sunpower).
THz radiation is emit out of vacuum chamber via a TPX window, and collected by
FTIR. Through out measurement both FTIR and dewar are continuously pumped.
A temperature sensor (Lakeshore) is mounted neighboring to the device to monitor
temperature in real time. During tuning experiment a pulser(AVTECH) generate
a pulse chain of 50 kHz repetition rate and 200 ns pulse width supplies constant
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voltage upon lasing cavity. Simultaneously, another pulser generate another pulse
chain whose repetition rate is also 50 kHz however its pulse width is doubled to
400 ns. By properly adjusting relative phase between these two pulse chains, each
200 ns wide pulse will embedded inside the 400 ns wide pulse. Bias conditions are
visualized and monitored by oscilloscope (Agilent) throughout all measurements.
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Figure 3.14: (a)Schematic of tuning measurement set-up. One of the laser in coupled
cavity system is biased above threshold and its bias keeping as a constant
during tuning experiment. Control cavity bias varies enable intersubband
absorption to change resonant frequency in lasing cavity.Both QCL ridges
are biased in pulse mode to prevent heating issue. (b) Spectra measured
from FTIR demonstrate that continues 4 GHz tuning in lasing cavity when
changing control cavity bias from 6.2V to 6.8V. (c) Differential conductance
plot suggest that tuning happened at the bias when subband 1’ resonant
with subband 3 thus detuned intersubband absorption leads to the frequency
change.
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During tuning experiments the bias of of the lasing cavity is kept at 950 A/cm2
where it lases at single mode as shown in insert of Figure 3.13(a). The control-cavity
is biased below lasing threshold throughout all experiments, thus it only contributes
to intersubband absorption. When the bias of control-cavity is increased from 6.2 V
to 6.8 V, emission from the lasing-cavity is continuously tuned by 4 GHz as shown in
fig 3.14(b). When further increase bias in control cavity, the emission peak shift back
to original resonant frequency. This is because further increase in bias misaligns all
subbands, due to which both energy separation and carrier distribution change dra-
matically. Temperature variation caused by device current increasing in control cavity
is within 1 K, eliminating influence from temperature on refractive index. Following
the analysis in ref [67], G-V (differential conductance versus voltage) characteristics
is plotted in Fig 3.14(c). The differential-conductance G (slope of the I-V curve)
highlights some of the key transport characteristics of TUNDET202 design. Each
conductance peak could be associated with a specific resonant-tunneling alignment
that facilitates current flow across the superlattice. The resonance condition leads to
a local maxima in the I-V curve, which corresponds to a local minima in the G-V
curve. Tuning happened when control cavity bias is around 6.5 V which matches the
bias range within which differential conductance have a drop. Since before design
bias there is no subband alignment other than 1’ to 3 can lead to resonant tunneling.
The bias range we observe tuning clearly correspond to the band diagram illustrated
in insert of Figure 3.14(c).
3.5 Conclusions and Summary
In conclusion, a new tuning method for THz QCLs is demonstrated, which utilizes
susceptibility change induced by detuned intersubband-absorption. Unlike cavity-
pulling induced by intersubband gain, the tuning phenomenon occurs within a very
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narrow voltage range that induces tuning, which is a significant advantage of our
tuning method. For SARP172 device, two QCL ridges with metal-metal waveguide
are mounted and characterized. Electrical tuning for a 2.2 THz QCL up to 5 GHz
are firstly demonstrated at liquid nitrogen temperature. For TUNDET202 active
region, two closely placed antenna DFB with very narrow far field emission pattern are
fabricated and characterized. 2D narrow beam from lasing cavity is a strong evidence
that lasing mode is extended laterally thus two antenna DFB formed a super-cavity.
The lasing cavity could be kept at a fixed voltage, which allows this method to tune
a THz QCL even if it is operating at high-temperatures. Electrical-tuning of 4 GHz
for a ∼ 3.6THz QCL is demonstrated for the first time at 48 K.
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Chapter 4
Broadband Refractive Index
Sensor Based on THz QCL Arrays
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Applications of THz sensing, existing techniques, and
challenges
It has long been known that the THz/far-infrared region of the spectrum (ν ∼
1−10 THz, λ ∼ 30−300 µm, photon energy hν ∼ 4−40 meV) is ideal in many ways
for chemical and biological sensing, imaging, and spectroscopy [42]. Many molecular
species have very strong characteristic THz rotational and ro-vibrational transitions
(both inter and intra-molecular), and hence could be “fingerprinted” with THz spec-
troscopy. While the vibrational modes that show up in infrared (IR) or MIR are
usually localized within specific regions of a molecule, the THz modes involve collec-
tive motions of all atoms in a molecular structure, and hence each vibrational mode
has a distinct spectral signature unlike in IR. THz sensing could be applied to cell
biology [143] for example, since biomolecular THz spectra changes when they are
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bound in various ways to water molecules, due to a change in their conformation and
function. The extreme sensitivity of THz to solid forms of materials and the presence
or absence of water in these materials has obvious applications in process engineering,
crystal engineering, pharmaceutical quality control and identification of counterfeit
drugs. Currently, all THz spectroscopy is done with non-linear THz sources that
generate low average THz power of the order of 10 µW that makes these systems
very complex and expensive. Because of low source power and high THz attenuation
in liquids (of the order of 100 − 1000 cm−1 [60]), liquid-phase THz spectroscopy is
significantly more challenging, and therefore considerably underdeveloped.
4.1.2 Existing QCL Based Optical Sensors
Laser based chemical sensors can be realized in a large number of modalities, and sense
the absorption or refractive-index of the analyte at a single or range of frequencies.
For gas sensing, absorption spectroscopy is most common, however, chemicals in
condensed and liquid phase are sensed using evanescent-wave techniques that affords
sensitive detection with small sample volumes. For spectroscopic evanescent-wave
sensing of liquid and solids, however, more complex techniques such as attenuated
total reflectance infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR), or scattering-type scanning near-
field optical microscopy (s-SNOM) are often utilized. In gaseous phase, tunable-
diode and intracavity laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS and ICLAS) respectively
are commonly used techniques. Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) can be used for
gases, solids, or liquids. Most of these techniques require, either a broadly tunable
laser source with single-mode operation and good beam quality, or need a high-
power broadband source in combination with a spectrometer. MIR QCLs have now
reached a level of maturity that MIR sensors based on most of the above mentioned
techniques have recently been demonstrated, such as s-SNOM, PAS, ICLAS. Simpler
liquid-phase sensors based on direct absorption have also been demonstrated [17, 26].
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Development of THz QCL based sensors, however, is far from where MIR QCL based
sensors stand because of the challenges associated with cryogenic cooling, and lack of
methods for electrical tuning owing to the microcavity configuration of metal-metal
cavities used for THz QCLs. Only few reports for absorption based sensors with THz
QCLs have been published, such as the recent result in Ref. [30]. A quartz enhanced
photo-acoustic sensor employing a single-mode quantum cascade laser for gas sensing
purpose is another example of QCL based sensor [16, 106]. As opposed to chemical
sensing, some work has been reported toward development of THz radar imaging with
QCLs [127, 99].
4.1.3 Overview of the proposed sensing scheme with DFB
QCL arrays
THz QCLs [134, 108] are required to be cryogenically cooled although they can now
operate above 160 K when designed to emit in the frequency range of ν ∼ 2− 5 THz.
For sensor development, stable frequency and high average power mandates single-
mode cw operation. However, such THz QCLs can only operate up to temperatures
of 80−100 K and the cw power output is of the order of 1 mW above liquid-Nitrogen
temperature. THz QCLs have additional challenges. Their cavities confine the optical
mode in sub-wavelength dimensions and hence the commonly used external-cavity
tuning technique is not applicable with the low-loss metallic cavities. The lack of
electrical methods to tune frequency and low output power make it difficult to devise a
sensing scheme with THz QCLs based on intensity interrogation because of challenges
related to interference and noise, and more so when spectroscopic sensing is desired
by utilizing an array of single-mode QCLs that operate at different frequencies, which
will then involve challenges with beam combining and intensity calibration.
This work seeks to overcome the aforementioned limitations of present THz QCLs
and proposes a scheme to realize highly practical and affordable, yet sensitive and
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functional THz spectroscopic sensor instrument with a small footprint for condensed
or liquid-phase sensing with small sample volumes.The key idea is to utilize pairs of
single-mode distributed-feedback (DFB) THz QCLs at an array of frequencies. One
QCL of each pair (i. e. the sensing QCL) then probes the complex refractive-index
of the analyte in reflection mode. Depending on the sensitivity desired, the analyte
could very well be present at a distance of few meters from the cryocooler in which
QCLs are mounted. The reflected signal couples back into the lasing cavity and thus
shifts its resonant-frequency. The shift in the resonant frequency is indicative of the
refractive index of the analyte, and is down-converted to microwave regime by mixing
the optical mode of the sensing QCL with another reference QCL using intracavity
frequency mixing [34]. The recently demonstrated antenna-DFB scheme [138, 137]
is utilized to enable strong optical coupling of reference and sensing QCLs, which
would otherwise be very weak due to the microcavity geometry of metal-metal THz
QCL cavities. Frequency interrogation (i. e. measurement in frequency shift due to
analyte) is inherently immune to noise and interference but typically requires a spec-
trometer. However, the fact that “electronic” mixing still works at THz frequencies,
integrated/on-chip mixing is possible without the need of expensive photonic com-
ponents. This could be used to efficiently down-convert the sensed THz signal to
microwave frequency region. Hence, all that is needed to record the sensed data
is a microwave spectrum analyzer working below 5 GHz, and a low-cost handheld
spectrum analyzer would work appropriately. The need for expensive THz detectors
as well as a THz spectrometer is completely eliminated, whereas the functionality
attained can be similar to other advanced spectroscopy techniques.
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4.2 Description of the sensing scheme
The best performing THz QCLs are implemented in parallel-plate metallic cavi-
ties [135] similar to microstrip transmission lines at microwave frequencies, owing
to low optical loss in metals at long wavelengths [71]. Whereas metallic ridge cavi-
ties are excellent for THz mode-confinement, their spectral and modal characteristics
make it difficult to implement many techniques that are used for conventional diode
lasers. First, such lasers excite several lateral and longitudinal modes simultaneously,
invariably leading to multi-mode lasing across the gain bandwidth, which is typi-
cally up to 0.5 THz around the designed frequency. Second, THz QCLs with such
ridge-cavities have very poor diffractive beam patterns due to the sub-wavelength
dimension of the emitting facets [7]. To achieve single-mode lasing and radiation in a
narrow beam, distributed-feedback (DFB) has been implemented in various ways by
implementing periodic photonic structures lithographically in such cavities. Different
types of DFB THz QCLs have been developed such as the ones with a first-order [96],
second-order [79], third-order [10] gratings respectively.
The proposed work requires to implement a pair of coupled DFB lasers that emit
at almost similar frequency (within lithographic variations that could result in a
frequency difference of few GHz). One QCL will be termed as the sensing QCL
and the other as the reference QCL. There are two primary requirements. First,
the two DFBs should lead to emission in different directions. This is because the
sensing QCL emits radiation towards analyte, a fraction of which is then reflected
back into the same cavity and hence alters the resonant frequency of the QCL as a
function of the complex refractive-index of the analyte. The resonant-frequency of the
second QCL should, however, remain unaffected by the presence of the analyte, and
hence it should radiate in a different direction. The second requirement is that both
QCL cavities need to have strong optical coupling. This aspect is discussed in the
subsequent section. For the proposed sensor, we choose to implement a second-order
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Figure 4.1: Second-order DFB and Antenna DFB metallic cavities for single-mode THz
QCLs emitting in different directions. (a) Three-dimensional schematic of
a conventional second-order DFB THz QCL [79] in which the second-order
Bragg diffraction from a periodic grating in the top-metal cladding leads to
distributed-feedback inside the cavity for a wavelength of the mode such that
λGaAs ≡ λ0/nGaAs ≈ Λ where Λ is the lithographically introduced grating pe-
riod and λ0 is the free-space wavelength of the resonantly excited DFB mode.
The dominant TM polarized (Ez) electric-field for the (designed) lowest-loss
second-order DFB resonant mode is plotted along x, calculated using a finite-
element electromagnetic solver [2]. (b) Similar schematic of an antenna-DFB
cavity that was recently demonstrated [138, 137]. For a grating period Λ, a
mode with λ0 = (nGaAs + 1)Λ is excited for air as the surrounding medium.
This periodicity couples a surface-plasmon mode propagating in air on top of
the metal-cladding of the laser cavity, to the guided field inside the cavity such
that a large fraction of standing-wave exists as evanescent-field on top of the
cladding. The dominant TM polarized (Ez) electric-field for the (designed)
lowest-loss antenna DFB resonant-mode is plotted along x.
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DFB cavity similar to that in Ref. [79] and an antenna-DFB cavity similar to that
in Ref. [138, 137]. The schematic and optical mode-shapes of the lowest-loss DFB
resonant-cavity mode for each of the cavities are shown in Fig. 4.1. The emission from
the second-order DFB QCL is in surface-normal (z) direction whereas the emission
from the antenna-DFB QCL is in the end-fire (x) direction.
4.2.1 Strong optical coupling between longitudinally adja-
cent DFB cavities
In the proposed scheme, the shift in resonant-frequency of the sensing THz QCL
is recorded, which is then indicative of the refractive-index of the analyte at that
frequency. As shown subsequently, this shift in the resonant frequency is of the
order of ∼ 1 − 1000 MHz, and hence could be measured by a microwave spectrum
analyzer so long as frequency could be downconverted to a microwave regime. The
reference THz QCL serves the required purpose of downconversion. The optical field
from the sensing QCL is coupled strongly to the reference QCL, by aligning the
cavities longitudinally on the mask. As the field leaks into the adjoining coupled
cavity, intracavity non-linear mixing in the QCL gain medium produces a microwave
difference frequency signal, that could then be extracted from the bias terminals of
each QCL, or could even be picked from a free-standing coaxial connector inside the
vacuum dewar inside which the QCLs are mounted for cooling. This is because the
microwave signal thus generated will also be radiated from each of the QCL cavities
inside the cryocooler dewar compartment.
In the proposed sensing scheme, one of the cavities is a second-order DFB cavity
and the other is an antenna-DFB cavity. As described later, either of the cavities
could be utilized as a sensing cavity, and then the other one becomes the reference
cavity. The primary reason for choosing antenna-DFB scheme instead of some other
DFB scheme (such as first-order DFB [96, 136] or third-order DFB [10]) is that a
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large fraction of the optical field exists as standing-wave on top of the antenna-DFB
cavity, that significantly enhances the coupling efficiency into the adjoining coupled
cavity. While the longitudinal absorbing regions [33] (as illustrated in Fig. 4.1b) are
needed for correct operation of the antenna-DFB cavity, they are not to be used for
the second-order DFB cavity to enhance coupling. This is because for optical field to
couple from antenna-DFB to second-order DFB cavity (and vice-versa), the second-
order DFB cavity must radiate from its end-facets as well, which will not happen
if absorbing regions are utilized. For this reason, the phase of reflection from the
end-facets needs to be taken into account for design of second-order DFB cavity as
in Ref. [79].
The coupling strength are all performed by commercial available Finite element
solver COMSOL[2]. Simulation details about obtaining electromagnetic field, Eigen-
frequency, optical coupling strength are focused on section 4.3. This this section we
only talk about simulation result regrading enhance optical coupling between adjacent
cavities. For the coupling calculation, the length of antenna DFB and second-order
DFB were chosen to be 1.3 mm and 0.6 mm respectively and the cavities were sep-
arated by 100 µm. The choice of these dimensions and cavity-spacing is somewhat
arbitrary and hence flexible. However, the shorter the length of the second-order
DFB cavity, the greater is the coupling because larger field exists at its end-facets.
The center frequencies between antenna DFB and second-order DFB was detuned
by 0.8 GHz by choice of grating periods for simulation. Note that the difference in
frequency of reference and sensing QCLs needs to be known beforehand, but need
not be a certain value for each pair of QCLs (so long as it is less than 5 GHz for it
to be measurable by a low-cost microwave spectrum analyzer). The sensing data is
the shift in the resonant-frequency of the sensing QCL when analyte is introduced.
As shown in Fig. 4.2 the field coupling from antenna DFB to second-order DFB is
significant. Although it is difficult to estimate the non-linear conversion efficiency,
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Figure 4.2: Coupling between sensing cavity and reference DFB cavities. Finite-element
simulation for demonstrating the optical coupling between sensing and ref-
erence DFB cavity. The results from a finite-element two-dimensional simu-
lation (assuming cavities of infinite width) are shown. The optical field for
the lowest-loss resonant-cavity modes for respective cavities are plotted along
the length of the cavities. The cavities are aligned longitudinally (i. e. in x
direction) with a spacing of 100 µm between the end-facets. The antenna-
DFB cavity is ∼ 1.3 mm long and is designed with grating period Λ = 21 µm,
with absorbing regions of length 40 µm at both ends (see the schematic in
Fig. 4.1). The second-order DFB cavity is ∼ 0.6 mm in length and is designed
with Λ = 26.6 µm, without any absorbing regions. For the chosen grating
periods, the resonant-modes for each cavity occur at frequencies separated by
∼ 0.8 GHz. The TM field |Ez| is extracted from the center location of cavity’s
height and is plotted as a function of longitudinal dimension. (a) When the
mode is localized within the antenna-DFB, significant field couples in to the
second-order DFB cavity. The peak amplitude of the electric-field in second-
order DFB cavity is ∼ 15% of that in the antenna-DFB cavity. (b) When the
mode is localized within the second-order DFB cavity, its coupling to antenna
DFB is smaller at ∼ 8%, but still significant.
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it is well known that strong intracavity mixing occurs in THz QCL cavities [34, 18].
A microwave-signal produced as a result of the intracavity mixing (designed to be
< 5 GHz) will appear on the biasing terminal of both DFB cavities, although it will
be stronger on the biasing terminal of the second-order DFB QCL because of the
larger coupled field inside second-order DFB cavity compared to the antenna-DFB
cavity. This microwave signal can be extracted by a bias-T in the external coaxial
connectors of the cryocooler. Alternatively, an open coaxial connector could be placed
inside the cryocooler compartment that will pick up the radiated microwave signal in
the compartment.
4.2.2 The sensing architecture
A surface-emitting second-order DFB QCL in combination with antenna-DFB QCL
placed face-to-face forms the vital element of proposed sensor architecture, which is
described in Fig. 4.3. Each pair of DFB QCLs will be designed with proper geometry
and grating period so that their nominal emission frequency is almost the same. How-
ever, taking standard fabrication/lithographic variations into account, it is expected
that the lasing frequency of the two QCLs in each pair could be within few GHz of
each other. An array of single-mode DFB THz QCLs on a semiconductor chip of
typical dimension 2 mm× 2 mm will be mounted inside a Stirling cryocooler that is
cooled down to ∼ 70 K. This will allow operation of QCLs in continuous-wave (cw),
which is possible for present active-region designs. Note that multiple such chips with
QCLs processed from different active regions could be simultaneously mounted, with
the capacity to cover the entire THz spectral region in which cw operation above
∼ 60 K is available for single-mode QCLs, which is approximately the frequency re-
gion of 2 − 4.5 THz. Relatively low-cost cryocoolers, such as the Cryotel GT model
from Sunpower, Inc.,[6] are now available with relatively modest electrical-power re-
quirements and small weight that can allow operation with a portable setup.
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Figure 4.3: Proposed architecture of the THz sensor instrument. Two sensing schemes
are possible: (a) In this scheme, antenna-DFB QCL emitting in the end-fire
direction works as a sensing cavity while surface-emitting second-order DFB
acts as a reference cavity. The radiation from the sensing QCL is partially
reflected back into the cavity, and the amplitude and phase of the reflected
wave changes the resonant-frequency of the sensing QCL according to the
complex refractive index of the analyte. Since emission from the second-order
DFB is in surface-normal direction, the resonant-frequency of reference QCL is
not impacted by the properties of the analyte. (b) In this scheme, the second-
order DFB QCL works as a sensing cavity while antenna-DFB QCL works as
reference cavity. For this reason, the analyte is now to be placed vertically
above the second-order DFB QCLs. The remainder of the operation with this
scheme is similar to (a); however, the response characteristics for this scheme
are different than that of the antenna-DFB scheme as discussed in main text.
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‘n’ pairs of sensing and reference QCLs will be designed for emission at discrete fre-
quencies fn by lithographically implementing the appropriate grating periods. QCLs
will be located on chip such that only the sensing QCL out of each pair will be af-
fected by analyte during operation. The analyte in condensed or liquid phase will be
placed outside the dewar in a channel or vial made of a material such as high-density
polyethylene (HDPE) or polymethylpentene (TPX) with low THz absorption. Simi-
larly, the dewar’s window will be made of TPX or HDPE. The resonant-frequency of
n-th sensing QCL depends sensitively on the complex refractive-index of the analyte
at frequency fn. THz field from sensing and reference QCLs are mixed in the QCL
cavities itself. For intracavity mixing, cavities are placed adjacent to each other lon-
gitudinally and are kept electrically isolated. The microwave beat signal (generally
in an order of GHz) will be relayed outside the dewar and can be extracted by a
bias-T in the external coaxial connector and measured by microwave spectrum ana-
lyzer. The frequency of the microwave signal from n-th pair of QCLs is representative
of the refractive-index of the analyte at frequency fn. Each pair of QCLs could be
electrically cycled and hence, the dielectric response of the analyte could be measured
at the entire range of frequencies in which the QCLs are implemented for broadband
sensing. The speed of cycling through the spectral range is dependent on measure-
ment speed of the microwave spectrum analyzer, and the entire measurement could
potentially be done within a time-frame of couple of seconds for scheme consisting of
tens of pairs of DFB QCLs. Finally, sensing of the analyte in a standoff scheme is
also possible because of the reflection mode sensing scheme. The scheme shown in
Fig. 4.3(a) is more amenable in this situation because antenna-DFBs emit radiation
in an extremely narrow beam (∼ 5× 5◦ [138]), and hence, relatively high-sensitivity
should be obtainable for distances in the range of few meters. However, note that,
as shown subsequently, sensitivity calculations were performed for the case in which
analyte is placed in proximity of the cryocooler. The finite-element model used for
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numerical calculations in this work cannot estimate the results for standoff-sensing
due to memory limitations for full-wave electromagnetic modeling of large geometries.
4.3 Finite-element Electromagnetic Simulations
In order to find shift of resonant frequency with and without analyte, a commercial fi-
nite element Electromagnetic solver COMSOL 4.4 is used to calculate electromagnetic
mode eigen frequency [2]. Details of eigenmode simulation are illustrated below:
TPX
HDPE channel 
Analyte
2nd DFB
Pefect match layer
air air
0.5mm thick
0.5mm 
Active region
Metal gratings
Figure 4.4: Geometry used for 2nd order DFB eigen frequency simulation.
A ∼ 1.2 mm long 2nd order DFB is build use COMSOL GUI, there are 40 µm
longitudinal doped contact act as loss section. A 4mm long, 0.5mm thick TPX layer is
build to represent TPX window of cryocooler vacuum chamber. On top of TPX layer
is a micro-fluid channel made of HDPE. The analyte is filled within HDPE channel,
which in our case is ice water. The HDPE channel is 1 mm wide and 0.5 mm high.
HDPE and TPX refractive index is set as 1.54 and 1.46 receptively. As shown in
figure 4.4, HDPE, TPX and air are all set to be lossless. COMSOL default setting
for outer most boundary is perfect electric conductor (PEC). Mathematically this
boundary condition requires electric filed intensity vanish to zero at the boundary.
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Physically outer boundary act as perfect mirror for all frequency incident electromag-
netic field. This boundary condition will lead to result does not make physical sense.
Thus a perfect match layer whose imaginary part of permittivity increase gradually
along radius direction on two side and along vertical direction on top. The gradually
increase imaginary part in perfect match layer enabling absorb electromagnetic field
completely without severe reflection. Running eigen frequency solver for above men-
Ey
Ex
Absolute Ex
TPX
0.5mm thick
air air
HDPE 
channel
Analyte
Perfectly matched layer
abs(Ey) of 2nd order DFB mode
Figure 4.5: Absolute Ex field for 2nd order DFB mode. Bottom insert plot |Ey| for same
mode
tion geometry. Simulation result is reveal in figure 4.5. Plotted |Ex| filed showing two
lobe in far field indicating that lower 2nd DFB photonic bandedge mode is excited [79].
Single lobe operation can achieve by adding a pi shifter on center of normal 2nd or-
der DFB, however this won’t change physics for proposed sensor. Insert on bottom
of figure 4.5 illustrate |Ey| of same mode which is fundamental 2ndorderDFBmode.
By varying permittivity of analyte and solving eigen frequency for the same mode,
we can investigate relation between analyte’s permittivity and DFB QCL’s resonant
frequency for a specific geometry.
To numerically investigate how the analyte’s permittivity modify antenna DFB
resonant frequency, similar eigen frequency simulation had been done. Unlike 2nd
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Figure 4.6: Geometry used for antenna DFB eigen frequency simulation.
order DFB which is surface emitting, electromagnetic field emit from every aperture
of antenna DFB constructive combined in longitudinal direction. Thus both TPX
window and analyte should put on horizontal direction as shown in 4.6. Same type
perfect matching layer is defined in simulation to avoid reflection from outer boundary.
Not only that some simplification had been made for antenna DFB simulation because
the use of HDPE channel significantly increase geometry while the memory need to
finish simulation grow dramatically with geometry dimension. To balance simulation
speed and accuracy, HDPE channel is abandon in antenna DFB eigen frequency
without change sensing physics.
The |Ey| of antenna DFB mode is plotted in figure 4.7. Field intensity in perfect
match layer showing that this layer efficiently absorb incident electromagnetic wave
before they reach PEC outer boundary. There is a interesting difference between Ey
field on TPX side and air side. On TPX side Ey field behaving like a standing wave
due to left propagate EM wave interference with reflected EM wave from TPX/air
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Figure 4.7: |Ey| field for antenna DFB mode. Bottom insert plot |Ey| for same mode close
to antenna DFB facet
interface and TPX/analyte interface due to impedance mismatch.
4.4 Results and Discussion
The frequency shift of the sensing QCL due to the presence of analyte contains in-
formation about the THz response of the analyte due to its complex refractive index.
To measure the frequency shift accurately, without the need of a high-resolution THz
spectrometer and a sensitive THz detector, the frequency of the sensing QCL could
be downconverted to a microwave beat signal by mixing it with optical field of a
reference QCL. The amplitude of the microwave signal does not contain any useful
information, and hence this scheme is insensitive to intensity fluctuations in the DFB
QCLs. Finite-element simulation of a sensing-DFB QCL in presence of analyte for re-
alistic dimensions corresponding to the sensing architecture in Fig. 4.3 are presented
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in Fig. 4.8. When antenna DFB is utilized as sensing QCL, the distance between
DFB facet to TPX window of dewar is assumed to be 1mm while TPX window thick-
ness is taken as 300 um. For the case second order DFB acting as sensing QCL, the
distance between DFB surface to TPX window of dewar is assumed to be 0.5 mm
while TPX window thickness is kept as 300 um. In both cases analyte are assumed
to be placed on the surface of TPX window. The QCL cavity is enlarged by a dashed
red line at the bottom of the geometry since its height is very small compared to
the scale of the simulated geometry. The simulation is illustrated in two-dimensions
which should be a good approximation for the fundamental lateral mode propagation
that is preferentially excited [79]. The sensing scheme presented here is applicable to
analytes with volume as small as 1 mm3. Also, it is suitable for solids and liquids
alike, even though liquids absorb THz radiation strongly. For example, water has
THz attenuation in the range of ∼ 200 cm−1 at room-temperature [60], which would
make absorption spectroscopy through liquid samples prohibitively challenging. How-
ever, the proposed sensing scheme does not require light to propagate through a lossy
analyte; instead reflection happens at analyte/TPX interface which attributes to the
shift in resonant-frequency of the sensing QCL. This fact makes this sensing scheme
highly sensitive even for very loss materials at THz regime. For the same reason,
the scheme could be utilized for standoff sensing and spectroscopic detection as well,
especially when antenna-DFB is the sensing QCL because of its very narrow beam
pattern [138], which will lead to little loss in intensity even for meter-scale distances
from the cryocooler.
4.4.1 Sensor’s performance and detection sensitivity
The shift in resonant-frequency under external optical feedback of Fabry-Pe´rot cavity
is modeled by Land-kobayashi theory [62]. The resonant-frequency shift is a func-
tion of both the amplitude and the phase of the reflected wave. Complex nonlinear
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Figure 4.8: Finite-element simulations of the sensing scheme. Electric field intensity for
the resonant-cavity DFB mode (which is also the lowest loss mode, and hence
the lasing mode) is plotted. The electric-field reduces by an order of magnitude
at the interface of the TPX/analyte boundary from its value inside the laser’s
cavity, and thereafter it decays rapidly (within a distance of few hundred
microns) in the analyte. The dewar’s TPX window is assumed to be 0.3 mm
thick with a refractive index of 1.46. (a) Antenna-DFB cavity (1.4 mm long)
with grating period, Λ = 21 µm (emitting at 3.21 THz) is used as a sensing
QCL. The grating period is chosen arbitrarily to show a typical simulation
result. Analyte is placed 1 mm away from the facet of antenna-DFB QCL
in the longitudinal direction. (b) Second-order surface-emitting DFB cavity
(0.6 mm long) with grating period, Λ = 27 µm (emitting at 3.18 THz) is
used as a sensing QCL. Emitted far-field beam pattern of second-order DFB
has two lobes for the structure used in this simulation. Single lobed far-field
pattern can be achieved by introducing a 180◦ phase-shifter at the center of
the cavity [79]. Analyte is placed at a vertical distance of 0.8 mm from the
surface of the second-order DFB QCL.
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Figure 4.9: Fabry-Pe´rotQCL cavity under external optical feedback. Symbol R1 repre-
sents the internal reflectivity at the end-facets and Φ1 indicates the change in
phase for reflected wave. In presence of an external reflector (analyte) placed
outside one of the end-facets, its effect on the cavity can be modeled with a
superposition of an additional reflected-wave with reflective R2 and phase Φ2
at corresponding facet (in the week feedback regime). The feedback-oscillation
condition for the cavity is now modified by both R2 and phase Φ2, and hence,
the resonant-frequency of the cavity is dependent on the phase and ampli-
tude of the field coupled back into the cavity due to the external feedback
mechanism.
dynamics of laser system under optical feedback of of a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity could be
calculated analytically. While for DFB QCLs optical feedback is not only happened
at end-facets but also from every aperture. Especially for second order DFB, since
second order DFB emitting THz wave from surface and analyte is supposed to put on
top of DFB cavity, thus reflected THz wave is coupled back into metallic cavity mainly
from each aperture instead of end-facets. This inherent difference make quantitative
modeling DFB laser dynamics based on by Land-kobayashi theory beyond scope of
this paper. However Land-kobayashi theory provides useful qualitative insight about
optical feedback regime. The optical feedback level is measured by so-called feedback
parameter C [62]. It can be calculated as
C =
κ · L · √1 + α2
l · n (4.1)
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where α is the QCL linewidth enhancement factor, L is the distance between QCL
facet to analyte, l is the QCL cavity length, n is the resonant mode refractive index
and factor κ is given by:
κ =
ε√
A
1−R1√
R1
= ε
√
Rext
1−R1√
R1
(4.2)
where A is the power attenuation in the external cavity, Rext is the power reflectivity
of the analyte which is determined by its dielectric constant, and R1 is the reflectivity
of the cavity’s out coupling facet illustrated in Fig 4.9. The coefficient ε  1 is
introduced to account for possible mode overlap mismatch between back-reflected
light and lasing mode. THz QCL linewidth enhancement factor is experimentally
measured [8, 52], and it is found to be less than 0.5. For our calculation we assume
it as 0.5. Output facet reflectivity R1 is taken as 0.8 [73, 71] due to subwavelength
confinement of metal-metal cavity. In antenna-DFB case, laser cavity is 1.4 mm long
while distance between analyte and output facet is 1.3 mm mm. In second order DFB
case, laser cavity is only 0.6 mm long and the distance between laser surface to analyte
is 0.8 mm. Thus feedback parameter C is 0.02 and 0.03 for antenna-DFB and second-
order DFB respectively, when mismatch coefficient ε is assumed to be 0.5. In reality,
ε will be much smaller since there is a large modal mismatch between guided and
propagating waves for THz QCLs with metal-metal cavities, which is also the reason
for high end-facet reflectivities. Even under variation of reflected optical geometry in
the QCL laser array, that is to say distance between laser facet to analyte depends
on particular position of a QCL cavity in the array, feedback parameter remains
significantly less than 0.1 for all scenarios. This fact indicates that proposed sensing
scheme will operate in a very weak feedback regime for all cases.
Since it is difficult to obtain analytical estimation, or intuitive interpretation of the
resonant-frequency shift for DFB cavity,finite-element simulations are needed to cal-
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culate the expected shift in the resonant-frequency of the sensing QCL as a function
of the analyte’s refractive-index. Owing to the weak feedback regime, the resonant-
frequency of the DFB QCL cavity is primarily shifted due to changes in feedback
oscillation condition, rather than carrier dynamics and related change in the refrac-
tive index of the DFB cavity due to the active gain medium. Hence, finite-element
simulation should capture such a shift in the resonant-frequency very accurately.
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Figure 4.10: Sensor output as a function of analyte’s refractive-index.he THz sensor relays
a microwave beat signal at its output port, the frequency of which determines
the effect of the analyte on the sensing DFB QCLs and is a measure of
the complex refractive index of the analyte at the lasing frequency of the
QCL. The figure shows the computed shift in the resonant-frequency of a
sensing QCL operating at ∼ 3 THz as a function of the refractive index of
the analyte. The imaginary part of the index is kept 0. However, similar
result would be obtained if the imaginary part of the index was changed
instead. In general, the shift in the resonant-frequency is a function of the
complex refractive index. (a) Simulation geometry is exactly same as it in
Fig. 4.8(a) in which the antenna-DFB is the sensing cavity. Real part of
analyte’s refractive index is changed from 1 to 5 while the imaginary part
is kept as 0. When the refractive index is 5, the resonant-frequency of the
antenna-DFB mode is shifted by ∼ 410 MHz compared to the case when the
analyte’s refractive index is unity. (b) Second-order DFB is used as sensing
cavity and simulation geometry is exactly same as that in Fig. 4.8(b). When
the analyte’s refractive index is 5 the resonant-frequency of the antenna-DFB
mode is shifted by ∼ 330 MHz compared to the case when the analyte’s
refractive index is unity.
A systematic study of resonant-frequency shift corresponding to analyte’s refractive-
index (when assumed to be real) is performed for both second-order and antenna-DFB
sensing schemes. The sensing QCL cavity is designed to excite a resonant-cavity mode
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at ∼ 3 THz (chosen arbitrarily). When the analyte’s refractive index is increased
from 1 to 5, resonant-frequency of the antenna-DFB sensing cavity is shifted by
∼ 440 MHz while resonant-frequency of a second-order DFB sensing cavity is shifted
by ∼ 320 MHz. The computed plots are shown in Fig. 4.10. To explain sensitivity
of the sensing scheme, a slope δf/(δnr/nr) ≡ δf/RIU can be defined where δf is the
shift in resonant-frequency, and δnr/nr is often-termed as the refractive-index unit
(RIU), or the fractional change in the refractive index. For the second-order DFB
as sensing QCL, δf/RIU ranges from 100− 250 MHz, whereas for the antenna-DFB
as sensing QCL, δf/RIU ranges from 150 − 500 MHz approximately depending on
operating frequency of the sensing QCL.
The ultimate sensitivity of the proposed scheme will be determined by the linewidth
of the THz QCLs being used for sensing. Linewidth of free-running QCLs is typically
in the range of 1−10 MHz [14, 12] when electrical or thermal instabilities are not cor-
rected; however, when the frequency is stabilized (which could be done by locking the
frequency of the QCL to a microwave reference oscillator [31]), a long-term linewidth
of the order of 10 kHz could be achieved. It may be noted that both the reference
and sensing QCLs could potentially be biased using the same voltage-supply (because
they are from the same active region, and will have similar threshold characteristics),
and hence, most likely the linewidth of the microwave beat signal will be significantly
smaller than free-running linewidth of individual QCLs because of cross-correlation
in frequency jitter of each of the QCLs. For very high-resolution measurements,
the THz QCLs could be phased-locked (as opposed to frequency locked) to a mi-
crowave reference oscillator, in which case output THz linewidth of the QCL mimics
the linewidth of the microwave reference and a linewidth of the order of ∼ 10 Hz
could be achieved [56]. The simulation results from Fig. 4.10 suggest that that ppm
(part-per-million) RIU level sensitivity might be obtainable if the linewidth of the
beat signal is in the kHz range. For frequency and phase-locked QCLs, even better
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sensitivities could perhaps be realized.
Laser-based refractive-index sensors that do obtain very high sensitivities and can
detect better than ppm RIU (fractional change in refractive index) are typically based
on optical-resonance effect of coupled-cavities, and hence are “narrowband” sensors
that often target a specific resonance feature of the analyte at a single frequency [105].
In contrast, the proposed sensor can obtain the simulated performance over a broad
range of frequencies, only limited by the availability of QCLs at the desired frequency.
For specific frequencies, phase-locked QCLs could significantly better the sensitivity
by additional three orders of magnitude; however, that will most likely be practically
feasible for a few frequencies only rather than a broad range of frequencies due to more
complicated set-up for phase-locking. It is also important to know that frequency
and phase-locking of QCLs can be done with an all-microwave setup that requires
commonly available microwave components, and hence still keeps the cost of the
proposed THz sensor instrument low.
To illustrate an example of sensing the imaginary part of refractive index of an
analyte, the frequency-shift for sensing QCLs is estimated for ice-water as analyte,
and is plotted for ice-water at different temperatures in Fig. 4.11. According to
Ref. [60], permittivity of ice at 2.5THz is 3.15−0.4906i, 3.15−0.4544i, 3.15−0.4187i
respectively for −15◦C, − 30◦C, − 60◦C. Fig. 4.11 shows the resonant-frequency
shift for antenna-DFB and second-order DFB sensing QCLs for these three cases.
The minimum resolution for the computed resonant-frequency of the QCL by the
finite-element solver was ∼ 1 MHz, hence no data is computed at smaller ranges.
However, as long as the intrinsic linewidth of the beat-signal is smaller than 1 MHz
this sensing scheme could detect much smaller changes in complex refractive-index of
the analyte.
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Figure 4.11: Computed sensor output for ice-water at different temperatures at 2.5 THz.
As an illustration of the sensing scheme, the geometry described in Fig. 4.8
is used for obtaining the output of the sensing scheme. For the simulations,
the grating period of the sensing QCL cavity is chosen to excite a resonant-
cavity mode at 2.5 THz. As shown in Ref. [60], imaginary part of complex
permittivity for ice-water varies from 0.4187 to 0.4906 for the shown range
of temperatures, the real part remains as 3.15 at all temperatures. When
second-order DFB is used as sensing cavity, its resonant frequency is shifted
by 16 MHz when ice-water’s temperature decreases from −15◦C to −60◦C.
The shift of resonant-frequency for an antenna-DFB sensing QCL for the
same parameters is smaller, and is computed to be 5 MHz.
4.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, here we propose and investigate a novel THz QCL-based spectroscopic
sensing scheme, that can probe the complex refractive index of an analyte at a broad
range of THz frequencies. The analyte could be in condensed or liquid-phase, may
have large THz absorption, and be located in ambient conditions. The analyte does
not require any preparation for sensing, even ultra-small volumes of the analyte could
be sensed effectively.The broadband THz sensor consisting of arrays of single-mode
QCLs cooled inside a portable Stirling cryocooler could be realized, in which the
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output signals are microwave frequencies corresponding to each QCL, that are pro-
portional to the shift in the resonant-frequency of the respective single-mode QCLs
in presence of the analyte. The proposed scheme could therefore be used for spec-
troscopic identification and detection of chemical and biological samples, with the
potential of standoff sensing and detection as well. No THz detectors or movable
parts are required, because the active region of the QCL acts by itself as a non-linear
detection medium. The sensing scheme is inherently immune to intensity fluctuations
of laser’s output or other interference effects because it relies on measurement of the
shift in the resonant-frequency of the QCLs. Better than ppm RIU (refractive-index
unit) sensitivities could be attained across the broad-frequency range. The sensing
scheme is general and versatile, and could potentially be applied to semiconductor
lasers operating at shorter wavelengths as well.
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Chapter 5
Resonant-Phonon THz Quantum
Cascade Detectors
For THz researches sensitive THz detectors are equal important, if not more, as
THz source. A variety of THz detectors are available with wide-ranging characteris-
tics [112] These THz detector include bolometer [111], Golay cells, and pyroelectric
detectors [1]. For bolometer, two types bolometer are used in THz research, first one
is liquid-Helium cooled solid-state bolometers [4, 5] that are among the most sensitive
THz detector,the other type is consider less-sensitive room-temperature microbolome-
ters [19]. Resonant frequencies of the two-dimensional plasma in FETs increase with
the reduction of the channel dimensions and can reach the THz range for sub-micron
gate lengths. Nonlinear properties of the electron plasma in the transistor channel
can be used for the detection and mixing of THz frequencies. [70, 37] Not only in field
transistors, two dimensional electronic fluid at Schottky-diode interface can also used
for detection, mixing and multiplication in THz regime.[37, 119] Room-temperature
THz detectors based on field-effect transistors and Schottky-diodes have recently be-
come attractive as they have been demonstrated to detect frequencies above 2 THz
(their sensitivity diminishes rapidly at higher THz frequencies). These detectors are
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broadband detectors thus that are used in conjunction with passive filters for THz
regime detection. Since there is no semiconductor has such a narrow bandgap suit-
able for THz detection, first semiconductor based THz detector utilize impurity whose
energy very close to either conduction band or valence band edge. First impurity Far-
IR/THz detector was demonstrated in 1965 which was a Gallium doped Germanium
detector for 40 − 120 µm. [101] This type of detector only work at liquid helium
temperature due to very low dopant activation energy, however they have very high
sensitivity. [45] Narrow band detectors based on low-dimensional semiconductors have
also been developed, which do not require spectral filtering, but at the same time,
need to be designed according to the desired detection frequency. Among these, the
primary types of detectors are the quantum-well photodetectors (QWPs) [53] and the
quantum-dot photodetectors (QDPs) [121].
5.1 Quantum-Well and Quantum-Cascade photode-
tectors
Detection by intersubband transitions were extensively investigated by Levine et al.
at AT&T Bell lab as well as Harwit and Harris at Stanford University. They did a sys-
tematic study on absorption and Stark shift of intersubband transition in GaAs/AlAs
superlattice [88, 55] These result lead to invention of first quantum well infrared pho-
todetector (QWIP) by Levine et al. in 1987 [87], 7 years earlier than first demon-
stration of intersubband laser at 1994 [39]. Since then many other researcher made
important contribution in develop high performance QWIPs, important work includ-
ing hole based QWIPs comparable detect normal incident Infrared light [85], and low
dark current QWIPs [84]. Progress and summary of QWIPs can be found in Levine’s
excellent review paper [86] and H.C.Liu’s comprehensive book chapter [92].
Working principle is illustrated in Fig5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of QWIP working principle (Figure download from Wikipedia web-
site [3]) Originally electrons are confined within quantum well, after absorbing
an incident photon electrons escape from bound state to continuum and con-
tribute to current.
The basic elements of a QWIP are single quantum wells, which are separated by
thick barriers. The quantum wells’ thickness is carefully designed to have one confined
state inside the well and a first excited state which aligns with the top of the barrier.
The barriers are chosen to be very wide to minimize quantum tunneling between the
quantum wells. Typical QWIPs consists of 20 to 50 quantum wells. When a bias
voltage is applied across the QWIP, the entire conduction band is tilted. Without
light the electrons confined within quantum wells in the ground state. When the
QWIP is illuminated with light of the similar or higher energy as the intersubband
transition energy, an electron is excited. Once the electron is in an excited state, it
can escape into the continuum efficiently and be measured as photocurrent.
The idea of quantum cascade detector (QCD) was initiated from measurements of
photocurrents in QCLs by Hofstetter et al. [58]. Hofstetter’s experiment utilized a
mid-infrared QCL; however later others also recognized the same approach was also
promising for THz detection [51]. Unlike QWIPs for which applied bias is essential,
QCDs operate in photovoltaic mode. At THz regime, photon energy is very low
(3 THz = 100 µm = 12.3 meV corresponding to a temperature of ∼ 140 K). In
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conventional QWIP, the shallow barrier height will lead to a lot of thermally acti-
vated electrons in continuum higher in conduction band, burying the photocurrent in
thermal noise. A good way to solve this problem is ”tailoring” the transport path of
electrons i.e make electron tunneling through high barriers. This concept lead to first
experimental demonstration of of a THz QCD at Faist’s group [50]. The maximum
operating temperature of THz QCDs demonstrated so-far is 50 K when a THz QCL
emitting at 87 µm for 350 µW power was used as light source[51]. This temperature is
significantly higher than those conventional THz QWIPs which need to cooled down
below 10 K. [53, 93].
5.2 Theoretical Framework for QCD Design
Although both quantum cascade laser and quantum cascade detector utilize inter-
subband transitions, there are significant different focus when design them. This
section describe general physics of intersubband transition and noise mechanism in
photodetectors. This work focus on electron intersubband transition based design
with n doped GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs material system. Modeling of electron behavior in
photodetector based on single-particle in one single band of the electronic structure of
bulk semiconductor. Thus all theoretical framework will be done with effective mass
approximation. The description below roughly follow the book by Helm [57] and the
book written by Weber et al. [130].
5.2.1 Absorption Coefficient in Quantum-Wells
According to Bloch description of the electronic structure of bulk semiconductor crys-
tal the single electron conduction band wavefunction ψi(r) is considered as product
of a fast varying function uν(r) with lattice periodicity and a slowing varying envelop
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function fi(r)
ψi(r) = fi(r)uν(r) (5.1)
for bulk semiconductor fi(r) is just simple plane wave:
fi(r) = e
iki·r (5.2)
In the quantum well case, an external potential due to material composition or/and
electric field is presence, the envelop function fi(r) is solved from Schrodinger equation
−~2
2m∗
52 fi(r) + V (r)fi(r) = Eifi(r) (5.3)
For the case of semiconductor superlattice, material composition modulation only
exist in growth direction thus we can separate variable for fi(r).
fi,k||(r) =
1√
A
eik||·ρϕi(z) (5.4)
where 1/
√
A is normalization factor for wavefunction and A is area of the device.
Now 5.3 can separate variables:
−~2
2m∗
d2
dz2
ϕn(z) + V (z)ϕn(z) = Eϕn(z) (5.5)
total energy eigenvalues are given by
En,k|| = En +
~2k2||
2m∗
(5.6)
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En is depend on external potential V (z) and solved from 5.5 Electron-photon inter-
action Hamiltonian is defined as
He−photon =
e
2m∗
(A · p+ p · A) (5.7)
where e is elementary charge, m∗ is electron effective mass, A is electromagnetic scalar
potential and p is momentum operator. Rate for an electron absorb an incident THz
photon and transition form initial state to final state calculated by Fermi’s golden
rule
Wi→f =
2pi
~
|〈ψi|H ′|ψf〉|2δ(Ef − Ei − ~ω) (5.8)
Since light source is enough far away, the incident electromagnetic wave can correctly
describe by plane wave, thus electric field as function of position and time is
E(r, t) = E0ecos(q · r − ωt) = E0e
2
(ei(q·r−ωt) + e−i(q·r−ωt)) (5.9)
where q is propagation vector and e is polarization vector perpendicular to q. We
choose a gauge which electric filed is produced by E = −∂A
∂t
, thus now electrical
potential A expressed as
A(r, t) =
E0e
ω
sin(q · r − ωt) = iE0e
2ω
ei(q·r−ωt) + c.c (5.10)
Since wavelength is of the order of 100µm while one module length of a quantum
cascade structure is of the order of tens nanometer, we can apply dipole approxima-
tion. Under dipole approximation, A and p commute, now interaction Hamiltonian
becomes
He−photon =
e
m∗
A · p (5.11)
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Inserting 5.11 back to 5.8, we obtain
Wi→f =
2pi
~
e2E20
4m∗2ω2
|〈ψi|e · p|ψf 〉|2δ(Ef − Ei − ~ω) (5.12)
e inside the matrix element 〈ψi|e · p|ψf 〉 is polarization vector while e on numerator
is elementary charge. Applying 5.4 into matrix element 〈ψi|e · p|ψf 〉
〈ψi|e · p|ψf 〉 = e · 〈uν |p|uν′〉〈fn|fn′〉+ e · 〈uν |uν′〉〈fn|p|fn′〉 (5.13)
now optical matrix element split into two types. [40] The first term describe interband
transitions and second part is intersubband transitions. This fact can be seen as
following, momentum operator p change parity of uν′ , if band indices ν, ν
′ of initial
and final band are identical 〈uν |p|uν′〉 gives zero. Thus first term is non-zero only
when band indices ν, ν ′ of initial and final band are different. Second term in 5.13 is
non-zero only if initial and final states are in same band, ν = ν ′ yield 〈uν |uν′〉 = 1.
The remaining part of intersubband electron-photon interaction now is 〈ψi|e ·p|ψf 〉 =
e · 〈fn|p|fn′〉, fn and fn′ are envelop of initial and final subbands. Writing envelop
function fn in explicit form and evaluates matrix element,
〈fn,k|| |e · p|fn′,k′||〉 = ezδk′||,k||
∫
dzϕ∗n(z)pzϕn′(z) (5.14)
This result is the well known intersubband selection rule. Intersubband transition
only allowed optical transition if the electric field has polarization parallel to semicon-
ductor superlattice growth direction. To simplify the formula we introduce notation
〈n|pz|n′〉 =
∫
dzϕ∗n(z)pzϕn′(z). Now introduce dimensionless oscillation strength fnn′
and applying well known commutation relation between momentum operator p̂ and
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position operator ẑ
fnn′ =
2
m∗~ωn′n
|〈n|pz|n′〉|2 = 2m
∗ωn′n
~
|〈n|z|n′〉|2 (5.15)
summing over all final states n′, oscillation strength obeying sum rule
∑
n′
fnn′ = 1 (5.16)
Simple matrix electron-photon interaction 5.14 make calculate absorption coefficient
possible. Absorption coefficient α is defined as ratio between electromagnetic energy
being absorbed per volume per unit time and the intensity of incident light I. It is
more convenient to define two dimensional absorption coefficient α2D by defining ratio
between absorbed energy per area (A) per unit time and the incident light intensity
I. Now 2D absorption coefficient α2D is dimensionless while 3D absorption coefficient
α3D has the unit inverse length (m
−1).
Summing over all possible initial and final states n and n′, 2D absorption coefficient
is then written as
α2D =
~ω
IA
∑
nn′
∑
k||
2pi
~
|〈n| e
m∗
A·p|n′〉|2f(En(k||))(1−f(En′(k||)))δ(En′(k||)−En(k||)−~ω)
(5.17)
where f(En) is Fermi-Dirac distribution measuring possibility of a states occupied
by an electron at particular electron temperature Te. Inserting 5.10,5.13,5.14,5.15 as
well as the relation I = ε0cn
E20
2
into 5.17 and replace the summation over all in-plane
momentum by a 2D integral leads to
α2D =
pie2
ε0cnωm∗2
∑
n,n′
2
(2pi)2
∫
d2k|||〈n|pz|n′〉|2f(En)(1− f(En′))δ(En′ − En − ~ω)
(5.18)
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Applying parabolic in plane dispersion the integral over all in plane momentum can
be calculated as analytically expression. Also δ function is replaced by a Lorentzian
with Full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of 2Γ. Electron-photon interaction matrix
element is expressed by oscillation strength defined in 5.16. Now 2D absorption
coefficient is [51]
α2D =
e2KBTe
2ε0cn~
∑
n,n′
fn,n′ ln
 1 + eEF−EnKBTe
1 + e
EF−En′
KBTe
 Γ/pi
(En′ − En − ~ω)2 + Γ2 (5.19)
5.2.2 Figures of Merit for Photodetectors
In this subsection, some important figure of merits for photodetectors are introduced.
The description of this section are roughly follow the book by Schneider and Liu
[116], review paper by Rogalski [112], and dissertation by Graf [51]
Photodetectors transform incident light into electric signals, which are suitable for
further signal processing. Photodetectors roughly divided into two categories namely
thermal detector and photon detector. This section focus on second category. Photon
detector convert photons in to electrons and ”measure” generated electrons between
two metal contact of the device. The number of generated electrons per number of
photons reaching the detector surface per unit time determines detector efficiency.
This quantity is overall quantum efficiency:
ηtot =
Ne
Np
(5.20)
It is more convenient to use macroscopic quantities like radiation power and current
instead of counting number of particles. Spectral responsivity R which is the ratio
between electrical current and illumination power are widely used. Current flow
through the device can be expressed as I = eNe
τ
where e is elementary charge, Ne
is number of electrons generated during time period τ . Illumination power in terms
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number of photons is Pi =
hνNp
τ
= hc
λτ
Np, h and Planck’s constant and hν =
hc
λ
is
photon energy. Thus spectral responsivity is now defined as
R = I
Pi
=
λe
hc
Ne
Np
=
λe
hc
ηtot (5.21)
Unlike total quantum efficiency ηtot which is overall effect of incident photon in all
wavelength, spectral responsivity change proportional to wavelength for a constant
ηtot. The total quantum efficiency ηtot can be described as a product of several specific
quantum efficiency and probability regarding the working principle of the photon
detector.
ηtot = ηabspe (5.22)
ηabs is absorption efficiency which is the ratio between photon be absorbed by photode-
tector over total number of photon incident on detector surface. This efficiency can
also be expressed by absorption coefficient defined previously 5.19 as ηabs = 1−eNα2D .
Another crucial factor is escape probability pe, this quantity measures the what is
the fraction of electrons contribute to current once excited by absorbed an photon.
In the case of quantum cascade structure, a period is repeated multiple times, escape
probability pe should divided by a factor of N where N is the number of period.
For QWIPs there is some gain mechanism like photo conductive gain g = pe
Npc
with
capture possibility pc.
All measurement are inevitable affected by various noise mechanism. A detector
will generate electrical signal related to incident light intensity however there will also
be signal has no correlation with incident radiation. Commonly used term signal-to-
noise-ratio S/N describe relative intensity of these two quantities.
S/N =
Isignal
Inoise
(5.23)
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For photodetector, the term ”Noise Equivalent Power” NEP is also widely used. NEP
is defined as the power of incident radiation needed to generate a signal strength as
produced by noise source.
NEP =
P
S/N
(Imoise = R ·NEP ) (5.24)
NEP depend on surface area of the detector as well as detector’s bandwidth. Normal-
ize NEP respect to surface area A and bandwidth ∆f , which lead to the definition of
detectivity D∗
D∗ =
√
A∆f
NEP
(5.25)
inserting 5.24 back into 5.25 we obtain the relation between detectivity D∗ and re-
sponsivity R.
D∗ = R
√
A∆f
Inoises
(5.26)
Value of D∗ normally expressed in units of cm√Hz/W , this unit is also called ”Jones”
in honor to R.Clark Jones [61].
5.2.3 Noise Mechanisms
There are different noise mechanism limit the performance of photodetectors mainly
include 1/f noise, Johnson noise and shot noise. 1/f noise is universal noise source
to all physical and electrical processes, since all frequency we are considering here are
high enough to suppress 1/f noise, therefore it will be neglected in discussion.
Johnson noise also called as thermal noise origin from Brownian motion of charged
particle activated by kinetic energy in resistive device. Johnson noise’s spectral power
density is flat and defined as
pnoise,J = 4kBT∆f (5.27)
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where kB is Boltzmann constant, ∆f is the bandwidth of detector. For an ohmic
device with resistance R, a well known voltage and current spectral nose density
expressed as
i2noise,J =
4kBT∆f
R
v2noise,J = 4kBTR∆f
(5.28)
If Johnson noise the dominant noise mechanism, Johnson noise detectivity is defined
as [51]
D∗j (ν) = R(ν)
√
R0A
4kBT
(5.29)
In device like QWIPs, it operate under cryogenic cooling, thus Johnson noise con-
tribution is negligible compared to dark current noise. In conventional QCDs which
are photovoltaic type photodetectors, Johnson noise is important since the absence
of dark current at cryogenic temperature.
The mean square noise current generated by dark current Idark can be described as
i2noise,dark = uegnoiseIdark∆f (5.30)
where e is element charge, constant u related to nature of noise mechanism, it
equals 2 for generation mechanism and equals 4 origin from generation-recombination
noise [13]. Expression for noise gain gnoise can be found in different literature. [91,
90, 89, 139] Hence, the dark current limited detectivity D∗dark is
D∗dark(ν) =
R(ν)√
uegnoiseJdark
(5.31)
Current introduced by incident light, ambient light as well as black body radiation of
the environment produce noise in the same way as dark current noise. Photo current
noise is treated in the same way as dark current, by replacing dark current density
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Jdark = Idark/A with current density introduced from background illumination JBG.
JBG = e
∫
η(λ)
dΦBG(λ)
dλ
dλ = e
∫
η(ν)
dΦBG(ν)
dν
dν (5.32)
where η is total quantum efficiency is defined as 5.20, and dΦBG(ν)
dν
is the background
photon flux spectral density. For background radiation emitted by the black body
radiation at temperature Tbb and a full cone of view (FOV) angle Θ, its emission can
be expressed as
K(ν, Tbb)dν =
2hν3
c2
dν
e
hν
kBTbb − 1
(5.33)
Hence now background photon flux spectral density is given by the formula
hν · dΦBG(ν)
dν
= pi sin2(
Θ
2
) ·K(ν, Tbb) (5.34)
Inserting 5.33,5.34 back to 5.32 and replace Jdark in 5.31 with JBGwe obtain back-
ground limited detectivity
D∗BLIP (ν) =
R(ν)√
ue2gnoise
∫
η(ν ′)dΦBG(ν
′)
dν′ dν
′
(5.35)
As different noise source are statistically independent, they can add up quadrati-
cally [51]
i2noise =
∑
ζ
i2noise,ζ (5.36)
Thus total detectivity under influence of Johnson noise, dark current noise and photo
current noise is
D∗tot(ν) =
R(ν)√
4kBT
R0A
+ ue2gnoise(Jdark +
∫
η(ν ′)dΦBG(ν
′)
dν′ dν
′)
(5.37)
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5.3 Design of THz QCDs based on resonant-phonon
depopulation
The two primary characteristics of infrared detectors is the response time that de-
termines their speed, and their sensitivity that determines the smallest optical power
that could be detected. The NEP of commercially available room-temperature pyro-
electric detectors is typically ∼ 1nW/√Hz (D∗ ∼ 108Jones) and the response time
is in the range of tens of µs to ms. [1] Liquid-Helium cooled bolometers can achieve
NEP of ∼ 1pW/√Hz (D∗ ∼ 1011Jones) , but most bolometers typically have a
much slower response (except fast superconductor bolometers whose response time is
sub-nanosecond). The work on semiconductor based QWPs and QDPs is primarily
attractive because of their inherently fast (sub-ns) response times, and the ease of fab-
rication in which focal-plane array-type geometries could easily be realized. Whereas
THz QWPs show excellent NEPs (similar to that of cooled bolometers), they only
work at temperature close to that of liquid-Helium [53]. THz QDPs on the other
hand, could work at temperatures above that of liquid-Nitrogen [121], however their
NEP is similar to that of the room-temperature pyroelectric detectors.
The idea of photovoltaic mode QWIPs was firstly introduced by Schneider at
1993 [115]. He proposed the use of asymmetrical quantum well structure effectively
producing an internal bias field. The proposed device can operate at photovoltaic
mode that is to say without external bias. Schneider theoretically showing that such
mode leads to optimized operation under high photon fluxes or long integration times
in the Mid-IR wavelength range (8 − 12µm). Later in 1993, Schonbein, Schneider
et al. reported experimental result of successfully operate photovoltaic QWIPs in
GaAs/AlGaAs material system at 77K for 10µm with a peak detectivity of 5.1 ×
109Jones [117]. Same group characterized identical device at room temperature in
1996 for very high speed response, measured rise and decay time is 12 ps and 65
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ps respectively. This result verify intersubband transition based photodetector have
very short response time.
The idea of photovoltaic type quantum well detector was further developed after
the invention of quantum cascade laser. At 2004, not far from first THz quantum
cascade laser was demonstrated, photovoltaic photodetectors in quantum cascade
structure was experimentally demonstrated in both Mid-IR and THz range. [50, 47]
(b) THz QCD(a) Mid-IR QCD
Figure 5.2: (a) Typical band diagram for Mid-IR QCD [49]. QW A is the active QW,
which is degenerately doped QWs B-H form the electron extraction cascade
and remain undoped. The transport from the A2 in active QW into the cas-
cade is ensured through resonant tunneling between and the ground state of
QW B. This design strategy allows a very thick barrier between the active QW
and the extractor. Due to this thick barrier, the interaction between active
QW and intermediate extractor levels is reduced, which increases the device
resistance without lowering the escape probability. To achieve an efficient
electron extraction through phonon assisted scattering, the energy difference
between the individual extractor states should be close to the longitudinal
optical phonon energy ELO (36meV for GaAs and 32meV for In0.53Ga0.47As).
(b) Typical band diagram for THz QCD. [49] Unlike degenerate doping for
Mid-IR QCD, doping density for THz QCD is very low ∼ 6 × 1015/cm3.
Instead of intra-well transition in active QW for Mid-IR QCD, THz QCD
utilize inter-well transition. Main reason for this design strategy is push par-
asitic subbands away to reduce unexpected electron transport channel. Since
THz photon (∼ 15 meV) energy is smaller than Phonon energy (36 meV for
GaAs), miniband type transport is used to extract electrons.
Typical band diagrams for Mid-IR and THz quantum cascade detector are show-
ing in 5.2 Mid-IR QCD use resonant phonon design to efficiently extract electrons
while THz QCD have to use miniband for electron extraction due to THz photon
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energy is much smaller than LO phonon energy in III-V compound semiconductor.
Room temperature detection had already experimentally demonstrated for Mid-IR
QCD [49], high frequency response up to 30 GHz limited by external electrical cir-
cuit also demonstrated for Mid-IR QCD. [51] THz QCD only work up to about
50 K [51],THz QCD with best temperature performance only have a detectivity D∗
in the order of 5× 107 Jones at 10 K.
5.3.1 Phonon-scattering based relaxation for photoexcited
electrons
3THz
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Figure 5.3: Temperature versus Kinetic energy calculated as Ek = kB · T unit in meV
Showing in previous sections, to our best knowledge, there is a lack of THz semi-
conductor photodetectors with high sensitivity, quick response time can work at high
temperatures. Existing photodetectors need liquid-Helium cooling that results in high
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operation costs. However, state of art compact Stirling Cryocoolers can already cool
semiconductor devices down to about ∼ 45 K. Given above the trade-offs between
different types of THz detectors, it is clear that a THz detector that could achieve
high temperature operation(≥ 45 K), sub-ns response times, and shows sensitivity
(NEP) better than pyroelectric detector would be the ideal technology to make a sig-
nificant impact for THz applications. The difficulty of increasing maximum operation
temperature falls into the fact that kinetic energy of electron is kBT . While the sep-
arations between subbands in 5.3 for electron extraction are about 4− 5 meV hence
when temperature is more than 50 K, electrons have high enough kinetic energy to
backfill higher subbands instead of transport to lower subbands. This simple analysis
qualitatively explain the limitation of maximum operation temperature for miniband
THz QCD. Experimental result indicate that when device temperature is more than
50 K, Signal current in THz QCD illustrated in 5.3(b) buried in noise current.
For increasing maximum operation temperature of THz QCLs, a critical chal-
lenge is to efficiently depopulate electrons from the lower radiation subband. Hence,
the depopulation mechanism of elastic scattering within miniband is replaced by fast
electron-LO phonon scattering successfully significant increase maximum operation
of THz QCL. [68]. Till today, all active region designs for QCLs that could operate at
more than 150 K utilize resonant -phonon depopulation. Thus a straight forward so-
lution to increase THz QCD operation temperature might be to use resonant-phonon
depopulation as a strategy for relaxation and extraction of photoexcited electrons..
To design resonant phonon (RP) THz QCD, electric field (bias) has to add in
order to gap energy difference between ELO and Ephoton thus electron transport can
be accomplished in a cascade scheme. Schematic of resonant phonon THz QCD
working principle is illustrated in Figure5.4.
Separation between subband u and l equals to photon energy which the device aim
to detect. while l and i′ should close to LO phonon energy, thus enable fast electron-
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of resonant phonon THz QCD working principle. Electron in
ground state is injected to u by resonant tunneling (RT), while separation
between l and i′ equals to LO phonon energy, fast electron-LO phonon scat-
tering depopulate l making it almost unoccupied. Hence electron population
in u is significantly more than population in l. Electrons in u can absorb a
THz photon and transit to l, and then depopulated back into l′ thus transport
to next module by resonant tunneling. This extra channel after illuminating
THz phonon leads to increase of current flow through the device making such
scheme a photodetector.
LO phonon scattering efficiently depopulation l. Quantum well thickness should care-
fully chosen thus when l is efficiently depopulated, u have to in resonant with ground
state of previous module making population in u is more than l. Such a transport
is not possible for zero-bias QCDs. The electron-phonon lifetimes (τl→i′ ∼ 0.2 ps in
Figure 5.4) in such superlattices could be made two orders of magnitude faster than
other non-radiative transport mechanisms such as interface roughness and impurity
scattering. This directly translates into a two orders of magnitude improvement in
responsivity. This working principle make RP QCD different from ”conventional”
QWIPs and ”conventional” QCD.
Although similar to QWIP, RPQCD is biased and have a large dark current, fun-
damental difference in electron transport leads different noise nature. For QWIPs
excited electron finally escape to continuum, their transport described by classical
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drift-diffusion model. A comprehensive analysis in current noise and photo noise in
quantum cascade laser [110, 109] pointed that current noise in quantum tunneling
transport for quantum cascade semiconductor superlattice is severely diminished. In
QCL, spectral density KI(ω) of the current noise, obeys a scaling relation with re-
spect to the number of cascade gain stages N , derived as equation 111 in [110] this
relation is
N2KI(ω, I/Ith, N) = N
′2KI(ω, I/Ith, N ′) (5.38)
according to above expression, current noise spectral density when expressed as a
function of I/Ith scale with 1/N
2. Since electron is not free when transport through
superlattice, thus Johnson noise within the superlattice does not coupled to outside
circuit. Hence, operating a RPQCD with a large dark current does not propor-
tionally increase current noise in the circuit. The noise current is of the order of
√
2qIdark∆f/N instead of the typical value of
√
2qIdark∆f for photodiode and QWIPs
where ∆f is the electrical bandwidth of the external measurement setup. Typical
number of cascaded stage is about 200, thus the factor 1/N reduce current noise by
two orders of magnitude.
In summary, qualitative analysis above showing that fast electron-phonon scattering
can increase photocurrent thus responsivity R by two orders of magnitude, however
large dark current by same mechanism does not increase current noise proportionally.
Current noise is dumped by a factor of N due to quantum tunneling nature of electron
transport where N is number of cascaded stage.
5.3.2 Intersubband selection rule, and gratings for normally
incident photodetection
The formula derived in section 5.2.1, equation 5.14 shows that intersubband tran-
sitions only couple light whose polarization along semiconductor growth direction.
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Maxwell equation require that polarization of electromagnetic field much normal to
photon propagate direction, thus only light propagate parallel to growth plane can
coupled into semiconductor superlattice. For intersubband semiconductor superlat-
tice photodetector , photon can only coupled from facet. In Mid-IR QCD, people
polish device facet to 45◦ to implement multi-pass geometry to increase absorption
efficiency. However similar strategy is very difficult to apply on THz quantum cascade
detector. THz photon have a typical free space wavelength of∼ 100 µm corresponding
to ∼ 28 µm in GaAs. It is impractical to growth such thick semiconductor superlat-
tice, thus optical mode is confined in vertical direction by metal in sub-wavelength
scheme. It is shown in [73] that due to sub-wavelength confinement in superlattice
growth direction, facet reflectivity can more than 0.9. Thus external THz photon is
very difficult to couple into metallic cavity. Besides weak optical coupling, focusing
THz light on facet is also extremely challenge.
Rigid analysis showing that [118], devices with distributed feedback through
second-order Bragg metal gratings allow strong emission normal to the metallic grat-
ing surface. Due to time reversal symmetry for propagation of electromagnetic wave
second -order Bragg metal grating can also efficiently couple normal incident light
back into cavity. Hence, second order Bragg diffraction grating can be used for nor-
mal incident THz photodetector.
Figure 5.5(a) is stem plot of eigen mode for 2nd order DFB grating with 25 µm
periodicity and 80 percent duty cycle. There is a photonic band gap of about 0.3 THz
between 3.45 THz and 3.75 THz. The two modes closest to photonic band gap are
fundamental longitudinal mode, their field distribution are illustrated in figure 5.5
(b) and (c). Lower photonic bandgap edge mode illustrated in 5.5(b) is also refer as
non-radiative mode [140]. The term origin from the fact that if gratings repeated
to infinity (physically equals to periodic boundary condition is applied), this mode
does not radiate any electromagnetic wave to far field. Upper photonic bandgap edge
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Figure 5.5: (a) Loss stem plot for eigen mode for 2nd order Bragg gratings with grating
period 25 µm and duty cycle of 0.8 calculated by COMSOL. Note that there is
a photonic bandgap between 2.4 THz to 2.6 THz. (b) Ey (vertical direction)
and Ex (horizontal direction) fields close to grating aperture for the lower
photonic bandgap edge mode. (c)Ey (vertical direction) and Ex (horizontal
direction) field intensity for the upper photonic bandgap edge mode.
mode showing in 5.5(c) is also refer as radiative mode, since Ex filed from every
aperture constructively combined in far field.
For a THz QCL with 2nd order Bragg diffraction grating without further photonic
engineering, upper photonic band edge mode will not excited since its higher radiative
loss make it less likely excited than lower photonic band edge mode. For a photode-
tector any mode showing in figure 5.5(a) can coupled some THz radiation back into
metallic cavity. However coupling efficiency can have several orders of magnitude
difference. Favorable mode which can couple normal incident light most efficiently
is fundamental longitudinal mode showing in 5.5(b) and (c). The difference in ra-
diation loss also make these two modes have different qualify factor and bandwidth.
Qualify factor can be considered as number of oscillation a photon undergo in a cavity
before escape. The higher radiation loss is , the lower quality factor will be. Since
∆f ∝ 1
Q
, higher band edge mode have larger bandwidth than lower band edge mode.
The bandwidth of each mode that can lead to normal incident photon diffracted into
active region is a major concern when aim to detect radiation from narrow bandwidth
source like THz QCL. When QCL emission frequency does not lie within bandwidth
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of any optical mode, incident light can not diffracted into photodetector active region.
5.3.3 Design of the superlattice active region
Borrowing the concept leads from temperature-robust THz QCLs [78], we design the
THz QCD that utilizes resonant-tunneling assisted carrier injection and resonant-
phonon assisted carrier depopulation and relaxation in the semiconductor superlat-
tice.
The detail description of this active region is described in section 3.4. Electrical
tuning due to intersubband absorption has already proofed that TUNDET202 design
at corresponding bias as shown in figure 5.6 can absorb THz photon. The question
remaining is whether photon response is large enough to detect under normal illumi-
nation condition. Another main focus of this work is proof that such detector capable
work at enough high temperature which can achieve by using Stirling cryocooler in-
stead of liquid helium.
5.4 Measurement Techniques and Experiments
To characterize RPQCD both broadband glow bar source or narrow band high in-
tensity laser source are candidate. Practically narrow band THz QCL source have
supreme advantage. Broadband thermal source have a very wide radiation angle
and very low spectra power density. Focus such light on a small detector surface
(300µm× 300µm need expensive off-axis parabolic mirror Also for demonstrated de-
tectivity 5×107Jones, broadband thermal source’s emitted power is too low to detect.
Thus a THz QCL named as RTRP2W102 is chosen as THz radiation source.
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Figure 5.6: Conduction band diagram at bias corresponding to RPQCD type transport
(18mV/module) for a THz QCL structure named TUNDET202. Starting from
the injector barrier on the left, layer thicknesses for the GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As
superlattice in nm are 5.4/8.5/2.3/9.3/6.8/17.5. The average doping in the
active region is 6× 1015 cm−3. At this bias, upper laser subband 4 is aligned
to phonon subband 2 in depopulation well. Fast LO-phonon scattering de-
populates the doublet resulting in intersubband absorption from 3 → (2, 4),
at a frequency that is detuned from QCL’s emission frequency.
5.4.1 Characterization of THz QCL as a light source for the
QCD
The design detail of this active region is beyond scope of this section and can be found
in [65] A 120µm wide ∼ 1 mm long RTRP3W102 THz QCL ridge is mounted on a
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Figure 5.7: Designed copper mount for RPQCD detecting normal incident THz photon.
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Figure 5.8: Pulsed IV, temperature dependent LI and spectra of RTRP3W102 design
copper chip with Indium. The device is cooled down to 48 K by a Stirling cryocooler.
Threshold current density is ∼ 370A/cm2 while peak current density is ∼ 420A/cm2.
At 48 K, peak output power in pulse mode is measured by a THz power meter is
about 4 mW. From threshold to peak current density, the laser lase at multi-mode.
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Around threshold current density, the main emission frequency is 2.65 THz while at
around peak current density main peak is blue shift to about 2.85 THz.
5.4.2 New measurement technique for QCDs with large dark
current
Density matrix analysis showing that photocurrent in design RPQCD is about 4-5
orders of magnitude smaller than dark current. Direct measurement of the photon
response does not showing any response.
QCL bias reperation frequency: 3f
QCD bias reperation frequency: 2f
QCD photo response signal frequency f
Figure 5.9: Measurement technique for RPQCD Photo Response. Photon response fre-
quency is shifted away from dark current frequency
Without illuminate any THz radiation, current density flow through the device
at QCD bias is in the order of 100A/cm2. The photon response current density is in
the order of mA/cm2. This experiment aiming at capture increase in current density
which is −100 dB small than noise. A straight forward solution is to shift signal
frequency away from noise frequency and then use either filter or phase sensitive de-
tection technique to measurement the signal at its frequency. Since QCL and QCD
are all biased in pulse mode to minimize device heating and avoid electron become
”hot” comparing to lattice temperature. QCL and QCD are biased by two synchro-
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nized pulse train at different frequency, for example QCL is biased by a pulse whose
repetition frequency is 3f while QCD bias’s repetition rate is only 2f . This the over-
lap of these two signal is only repeated by a frequency of f . By using this technique,
QCD bias frequency (which is also dark current reparation rate) is shifted by f from
QCD photon response time. Applying phase sensitive measurement technique thus
trig a lockin amplifier whose bandwidth is only 0.02 Hz at frequency f , this technique
able to detect single in an environment S/N down to −120 dB
Other signal processing steps may potentially further increase signal strength.
Note that raw signal including noise at frequency 2f while signal’s frequency is f .
A low noise low pass filter whose cut off frequency is about f can efficiently filter
noise away. Since our bias repetition rate is below 100 KHz, such kind low pass filter
can made by only use passive components thus minimize the effect from LPF’s own
noise. Besides attenuation noise, amplifying signal itself may also leads to higher
sensitivity measurement. However since amplifier is a active component, an amplifier
with very low noise should carefully chosen to minimize its own noise which will finally
contribute to total measurement noise.
5.4.3 Experimental results
QCL (RTRP3W102) and RPQCD are mounted as shown in figure 5.7. The whole
set up then mount to copper cold tip of a Sunpower Stirling cryocooler and be cooled
down to about ∼ 48 K. QCL ridge is 1150 µm long and 120 µm wide. It is fabricated
in metal-metal waveguide geometry. RPQCD has a surface area of 300 µm×300 µm.
Metal grating (Ti/Cu/Au) with a periodicity of 32 µm and duty cycle of 80% act as
2nd order Bragg diffraction gratings. Before measure photon response pulsed IV of
individual devices are measured with a pulse repetition rate of 100 KHz and pulse
width of 200 ns.
The Figure 5.10 (a) illustrates pulsed IV for the QCL. Figure 5.10 (b) shows the
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Figure 5.10: Pulsed IV and individual QCL and QCD
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pulsed IV for QCD device, and the insert in (b) is differential conductance versus
device voltage. This curve is related to quantum transport of certain design. The
drop in a differential conductance peak corresponds to resonance of two subbands. For
TUNDET202 design, first resonance of two subbands is illustrated in figure 5.6. The
resonance corresponds to a device voltage between 6− 8 V This conductance peak is
not very sharp due to small (∼ 0.7 meV) anticrossing gap. Anticrossing gap measures
interaction strength of two resonant subbands. Coherent resonant tunneling can be
understood as a dumped oscillator. Carriers oscillate across potential barrier back
and forth at Rabi frequency [73], the oscillation will be dumped by various scattering
process. Rabi frequency is proportional to anticrossing gap fRabi ∝ ∆anticrossing/~. If
Rabi frequency is much higher than total scattering rate, resonant tunneling will make
carrier equally distributed between two subbands. Since anticrossing gap between
subband 4 and subband 1′ are not large enough, the drop in differential conductance
curve is flat. Even though the drop is flat, absorption at desired frequency expect to
be observed around 6− 8 V.
Photon response of QCD is measured in the way proposed in section 5.4.2. QCL
is biased by a home made pulser with pulse train repetition rate of 90 KHz and pulse
width of 500 ns. QCD is biased by AVTECH pulser at frequency of 60 KHz and pulse
width of 300 ns.
Two types of measurement are performed. First QCD are fixed at different bias,
QCL voltage is swept. Measurement result is showing in figure 5.11(a), start from
about 6.5 V QCD have strong photo response. Photon current of QCD have two peaks
when its bias is 10.82 V and 11.64 V respectively. Sharp peak in photon response
eliminate the possibility that peak is due to electrical or thermal effect. During the
experiments, QCD bias change from 5.6 V to about 8.4 V. Similar photon response
curves are observed in all bias. It is clearly shown in figure 5.11(b) that photon
response does not occur right after QCL start to lase. Second order Bragg diffraction
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Figure 5.11: Photo response of RPQCD when QCD bias is fixed while QCL bias is swept.
gratings can explain observed result. Coupling frequency for different frequency can
have server orders of magnitude difference. Emission frequency from QCL facet is
depend on its bias. If at some bias QCL’s emission frequency lie in bandwidth of
any optical mode, part of incoming wave that coupled into QCD active region is
significantly enhanced. QCD’s photo response has two peaks when DC power supply
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Figure 5.12: Spectrum of QCL at two bias where QCD have peak photo response
bias is 10.82 V and 11.64V. Figure 5.12 illustrated spectrum of QCL at 11.8V and
11.6V. The mode index for upper photonic band edge mode (field distribution shown
in figure 5.5) simulated from 2D simulation is about ∼ 3.25. Thus resonant frequency
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for upper photonic band edge mode is ∼ 2.87 THz. When DC power supply voltage is
11.6V, highest peak for QCL’s emission frequency is lie between 2.8 THz to 2.9 THz,
while when DC power supply voltage is 10.8V, highest emission frequency peak is
below 2.8 THz however there are lower peak between 2.8 THz and 2.9 THz. Note
that below upper photonic band edge mode frequency there is a photonic band gap of
about 0.25 THz. Therefore part of incoming light that can coupled into active region
is negligible if frequency lie in photonic band gap.
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Figure 5.13: Photo response of RPQCD when QCL bias is fixed while QCD bias is swept.
Second type of measurement is done with fixed QCL bias. QCL’s device bias is
fixed to 7V while QCD’s device bias change from 0V to about 8.5V. Figure 5.13
illustrate QCD’s photo response curve. QCD start to have photo response when its
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bias reach to about 6V. QCD has a peak response corresponding to its bias equals
7.2V. When further increase QCD bias its response from incident illumination start
to decrease. The observed curve matches well with band diagram and differential
conductance analysis. During all experiments temperature of the Stirling cryocooler’s
copper cold stage are monitored continuously. Temperature is increase slightly when
either QCL or QCD bias is increased, however the variation of temperature is within
1 K.
5.5 Summary and Conclusions
A function generator generates a pulse train which has a repetition rate of 30 KHz
and pulse width of 300 ns. The pulse train has an identical repetition rate and pulse
width as that of photon response signal. When the current pulse has an amplitude of
100 mA, output from lockin amplifier has an amplitude of 1.722 mV. When QCD’s
photo response is at its peak, the amplitude of lockin amplifier output is about 2 µV.
Because, lockin amplifier is considered to have a linear response with input signature’s
amplitude, we can estimate QCD’s photo current to be 0.116 mA. To accurately
measure the incident power reach QCD surface is very challenging, however, we can
use a rough assumption which is all light coming out from QCL’s facet reaches QCD
surface. The output power at QCL’s peak is 5 mW at 48 K. Under our bias condition,
the duty cycle of QCL’s bias is 4.5 percent, corresponding to an average output power
of ∼ 230 µW. Thus, our QCD has a responsivity R of about 500 mA/W at 50 K.
Since QCL’s emitting aperture is deeply sub-wavelength with a height of 5 µm, the
output beam shape should be really divergent. The assumption we use will lead to
possibly a large underestimation of the QCD’s responsivity.
In conclusion, a theoretical framework is developed in this thesis to analyze a
THz quantum-cascade detector with the resonant-phonon depopulation scheme. The
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proposed QCD design was grown by MBE and fabricated with metal-metal cavities.
A measurement technique has been developed in order to extract small photocurrent
signals from a large dark current, which is a characteristic of this type of photodetec-
tor. The measurement technique allows operation of the QCD in pulsed mode (i. e.
continuous-wave operation is not required). The measure signal’s amplitude could
be several orders of magnitude smaller than the QCD’s dark current. Although,
promising preliminary results are demonstrated in this thesis, more work needs to
be done done in order to show that such kinds of THz photodetector are suitable
for highly sensitive THz detection (similar to liquid-Helium cooled bolometers) while
still working at much higher temperatures (closer to that of liquid-Nitrogen).
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